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Down Through tire Ages 
The ambition of every young lady to 
o,vn a Cedar Chest is traditional. With 
hope and the supreme confidence of 
youth, she gathers her trousseau and 
fills her Hope Chest. 
BAUM UBRODY 
Chatham and Ferry Sts . 
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QUEEN'S UNIVERSITY ~~, (jHi<vz"' '=_-===~===_ Incorporated by Royal Charter 1841 .. 
slluated in the oldest city in Ontario; 34 buildings; normal registration about 4,500; health 
insurance provided during session. 
MATRICULATION PAMPHLET sent on request includes a complete list of scholarships 
and prizes awarded on entrance and on University work. 
EXTRAMURAL WORK in Arts and Commerce up to 4 courses yearly. It is possible to get a 
pass degree in Arts or to complete three years of an Honours Course through extramural 
and Summer School study. ,, 
Asr. for a copy of QUEEN'S IN PICTURES 
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t 
Worthwhile Positions 
THE CONVERSION TO PEACETIME PRODUCTION IS ON IN EARNEST. 
THE DEMAND FOR THOROUGHLY TRAINED OFFICE WORKERS IS VERY 
HEAVY. USE YOUR COLLEGL~_TE EDUCATION AS A STEPPING STONE 
TO FUTURE SUCCESS. 
TRAIN FOR Blf SINESS NOW! 
SAVE TIME 
Your training here will enable you to start your business career sooner. 
Subjects are limited to those with practical application .n business positions. 
Students advance at their own pace, by a combination of class and personal 
instruction. 
SAVE MONEY 
Because you can qualify for a pcsiticn more quickly, you save on tuition 
and living expenses. You begin earning sooner. Quicker training and earlier 
employment may mean an advantage of several hundred dollars to you in 
starting your career. 
PLACEM~NT 
We conduct an active and su:::cessful Placement Department. Close contacts 
with business executives are maintained. Many of them call us first whe!'l 
positions are cpen. We are receiving many mere calls for graduates than 
can be filled . 
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I PREPARE FOR A BUSINESS POSITION AND HOW OUR PLACEMENT DE- l 
I PARTMENT CAN ASSIST YOU }N MAKING A GOOD START. I 
j I 
! Windsor Business College l 
I R. I. Service, Principal j 
t PRINCE EDWARD SCHOOL ! 
j (Temporary Location) f 
j Giles and Phone •
1 · Parent 3-4921 
i I 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
:Decorated for :DistiH{lllislted Service 
Donald :\IcLean :\\\"rey. D.F.C. 
\\'illiam Balcl\\"in, D.F.C. 
Douglas Bro\\"n, D. L<'.C. 
Theodore Bunt. ~T.H.E. 
Fraser Coate. :\f.13.E. 
John Cre\\", D.F.C. 
Ed\\"ard Deschaine. D.F.C. 
\\'alter Domine,·. C.S. Air :\leclal with t\\"O silver oak 
leaYes, Pre~iclential Citation. Distinguished Fly-
ing Cross. 
Ronald Evans. D.F.C. 
Robert Fox. African Star and Clasp 
Donald Grant . 1I.C. 
Kenneth Heath. :\lentioned in Despatches 
.-\If red Hodges. :\I.C. 
Roalclo ~lc_Kcnney. D.F.C. 
Robert K. :\I itchell. D.F.C. 
John :\lorris, D.F.C. 
D. Charles O 'Brien. :i\l.B.E .. E.D. 
C. A. Prosser. D.F.C. 
Bruce R Soper. U.~. Bronze Star 
John Stephenson. D.F.C .. :\I.B.E. 
Douglas Sheperd, i\f entioned in Despatches 
• 
Howard D. \\'ardle. :i'.I.C .. D.F.C. 
Charles S. \\'ass. :\I.C. 
(This is not a complete list. Anyone who knows of 
others please notify the school.) 
W~ '1as"'., 01 , '-'l. - ' :b". ar''. •• • .J• I l.,d..1 ,-.J I 
BLUE AND WHITE 
Killed !11 Aetio11 
11And having each one given his body to the commonwealth, they 
received in stead thereof a most remarkable sepulchre - to be remem-
bered evermore.11 -Pericles. ,, 
Robert Adair 
Philip Awad 
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Tom :;\lar tin 
Harold Mason 
Jack l\Iilliken 




John \V. O'~eil 
Robe r t Parent 
Cliff Pennock 














Rober t \ \'hitley 
Robert \\'right 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
Mr. J. L. McNaughton 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
1Ju flrmnrtam 
Two years ago, in December, 1943, the 
students of W alkerville lost their beloved 
principal and friend. Mr. J. L. McNaughton. 
His death meant a great sorrow to all who 
knew his cheery smile, and his place in our 
hearts and lives can never be completely filled. 
We students who knew him cherish the mem-
ory of the kind. upright man who was always 
eager to lend a listening ear to student prob-
lems, and who made it his business to go more 
than half-way when dealing with puzzled or 
erring students. The girls, as well as the boys, 
felt that his keen active interest in student 
sports and especially his patient, devoted 
work with his own Cadet Corps, made him an 
ideal Principal who would be long remem-
bered and revered. New students at Walker-
ville now can learn only from others of his 
sincere and honest treatment of all our prob-
lems, his close contact with every student, and 
his constant devotion to the highest principles, 
but from this they will know that the name of 
Mr. McNaughton is one that will be forever 
honoured by Walkerville students in our own 
hearts as well as remembered in the written 
annals of the school. 
DOROTHY WOODS. 
Page ~ inc.· 
BLUE AND WHITE 
TEACHING STAFF 
.. ~. 
BACK RO\\': :,fr. Klinck, :\fr. Bunt. :.lr .• Rrown. ,\fr. Breese, :.lr. \\'aclclell. :,Jr. Burr, lli· 
\'igbwandec :,Jr. Hugill,~[c Gcce..l ).lr Fornw~ '!ic Elctclm. :.lr. Young. 
" :,lJDDLE RO\\': :.I iss \\'estlake. :,fiss Tunks, :.Iiss R obbins. ~J iss :.faclntyrc, ~ 
)lclcacrn :\Irs. Alcxandcr, 7:.liss Thorne :.liss flut ch inson. :.fiss Saunders, :,f iss Lawton 
:\f r s. \\'alter. 
FROXT RO\\': ~fiss Berggjpe. :.Ir. Krause. :.fr. Hartford. 
1
:il c !mrdru :\fr. Ball. :\fr . 
. \llison, \! r. Swanson, 11 r. O'Brien, :.[iss Auld. 
'l'hc s taff of the Blue and \\"hite. ,Yants to thank all of the contributors to 
our magazine. The willing help of so many students made our job much eas-
ier. ;1l iss }lacT ntyrc and her committee have kindly and effecti,·ely criticized 
our literary efforts, and. in fact, all the teachers volunteered their assistance. 
~I r. Krause. :\lrs. 1\lcxancler and the Commercial students have bee n invaluable 
in their typing assistance. \\"henever we had difficulties too great to soh ·e 
ourselYes " ·e turned to :\Ir. Hall. 
\\'e a1·e grateful to the friends of \\"alkerville Collegiate who made the 
magazine possible by their advertising, and \\·e ask you. our readers. to thank 
them by patronizing them. 
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OUR PRINCIPAL'S MESSAGE 
For the past six years our count1·y has been at war. Fifteen 
of our teachers and t\,·eh·e hunclrccl and eighty-three of our formt>r 
students ha,·e sen-cd in the .-\cti,·e Sen·ice Forces. \Ye regret that 
70 paid the supreme sacrifice. These haYe been ,·cry difficult times 
for our students becau. e the future " ·as so uncertain for them. 
~fost of our teachers ha,-c rct urnecl and we arc pleased to 
welcome many of our ex-students back. Most of them call at the 
~chool to thank us for the Christmas parcels an<l cigarettes we sent 
them. They are anxious to continue their education or return to 
their former po~itions. 1t i encouragmg- to note the enthusiasm 
they show in their return to ciYilian life. 
It is not onlv our duty to \\·clcome these returned ,·eterans, but 
.J ~ 
,Ye should also prepare ourseh·es to scn·e our count1·y. 'rhe youth 
of to-clay needs a good education. stability of character. a desire to 
work and co-operate. and a pride in his school, church. home and 
country. I am proud of the students of \\Talken·ille Collegiate 
because I feel that they are doing their best to prepare themseln~s 
to sen·e Canada and to uphold the traditions of their school. 
\ \ ·. >J. B.\T ,J, 
BLUE AND WHITE 
ilue unb )llill7ite §tuf f 
B.\Cl'- RO\\": \fr. Lo\\de11. K. Da,·ie:-. ;\. ~forri,011. \\'. Ord. E. Cri,pi11. C. Xt:cly. 




Busi11e,,. ~I a11ager _ 
St,cicty Editor 
Sports Editor, ... 
Art Editor .... 
BLUE AND WHITE EXECUTIVE 
Anne Thistlcthwaitc 
Ed. Cri,pin. Dorothea Har\\'ood. Bill Ord. Ian \\'ilkic 
.. .. ... ··-··· 
...... ......... .... - ................................................. \fr. Lowden 
... X eil \forrison 
\fargarct ~foray 
Dorothea H arwood. Cera Id X eel) 
Don Richard 
Photographers . Gordon Croft. Keith Davies 
Form Reporter, Earl Kt:ye,,, Herb Schofield, Andy Reid, Vicky La,·is, Freel Clarke, Ollie 
C':1111ilk. Shirlt:y Knox. John Jame,. \ l argarct l.oggan. ;\Oreen Rlair. 
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The senseless \\'aste or \\'ar has ceased. \\"c \\'ho arc young are preparing to take 
our places in a ne\\' \\'Orld \\'here co-operation and tolerance must he the guiding 
principles. 
In the years to come "c shall he the \\·orkers ancl the leaders of Canada. Tt ,, ill 
he our joh to try lo make our community. our country. and our world a safe and 
pleasant place in which to live. 
This i:-. the first peacetime issue of the Blue and \\'hite. ancl it is fitting that ,, c 
make it a memorial to our late principal. }lr. ~lc~aughton. He \\'as an example oi the 
very qualities which \\'e arc convinc('cl we must culti vatc ancl practise. 
Those of us ,, ho ha Ye the priYilege o · ,, riting our senior matriculation this June 
are looking back o,·er our fi,·e years at \\. alken-i.le. Four of those years \\'ere spent 
under the unusual circumstances or war. 
:\Iany of the teachers enlisted: the sta fi seemed always to he changing. One of 
our new teachers said that after she had lrcn here a , car she felt like a Yeteran. Our 
courses too ,,·ere affected hy the war. Defence Training was taken rather light-
heartedly at least by the girls. who \\'onde red whether '.kno\\'ing ho\\· to use a stirrup-
pump \\'ould really add to their usefulness in an emergency. 
The biggest ,, eek of the grade nine year ,,·as that of our :-.ah·agc dri\'C. Terns 
and tons of \\'aste paper were hauled on little brother's \\'agon. Old \\'ater heaters 
\\'ere dragged out of basements to adorn the corridors of \ :Valkcrville C. f. The inter-
class ri,·alry ,,·as hitter and oh. the outrage of seeing an alien second-former carting 
a\\'ay our next door neighhour·s salYage ! 
In grade ten our mental wizards \\'ere Esther Green and Sylvia Fedoruk. hut 
hard-\\'orking Xorm. }larshall came first in the end. 
Xe\'(:r \\'ill \\'C forget Barbara Lees· speech on her summer's experiences as a 
nurse's aid. She was the \\'.S.S.A. champion that year. 
In the fall of our grade t\'i;elve year the students o( \\'incisor took a lesson from 
their fathers and called a strike. \\'. C. I. seniors pi iss }IcLaren \\'as proud of us) 
set the example hy coming to school. 
l\O\\' our last year is nearly OYer: how \\'C \\'ish it were just beginning! But \\'e 
know we leave the school's reputation in c:ipahlc hands: next year's fifth form prom-
ises to he as bright as we arc! 
Page Th irteen 






BLUE AND WHITE 
\\'alkerville has a cadet corps of which 
it may be justly proud: at least. if we 
accept the words of :\lajor J. Young. Dis-
trict Cadet Officer. after he had com-
pleted the 1945 inspection- ''Your offi-
cers are second to none, and the ~.C.O.'s 
and cadets are a credit to your school. I 
have inspected a number of cadet corps 
in this district. but this is the finest corps 
I have seen." Knowing and respecting 
.:-.Iajor Young as ,Ye do, ,Ye accept this 
compliment "·ith the greatest pride. 
\\'alkerville C. I. has ah,·ays taken the 
lead in cadet work, has always been the 
corps to set the pace for other schools, 
keeping al ive the spirit even through the 
years of attempted abolition of cadet 
training. \\'e attribute a great part of our 
success to the inspiring affect of the gen-
erous gift of the Cameron Plaid by \\'alk-
er Road Industries in the year 1922-23. 
There can be no greater stimulus to 
esprit de corps than a smart distinctive 
uniform. The tradition of our corps has 
spread its fame throughout Ontario and 
during the twenty-four years of our 
existence we have won the general pro-
ficiency trophy twelve different times. 
our last, in 194+, being the third succes-
siYe victory in three years. 
Soon after the Second \\'oriel \\'ar be-
gan. we lost to the army two very able 
leaders. Lt. Col. D. C. O'Brien. M.13.E., 
E.D., and :Major Ian Allison. irr. Bunt, 
who has now attained the rank of Major 
in the Cadet Services of Canada. then 
took over the Corps to guide it with re-
markable ability and sure judgment to 
the successful completion of our duties to 
our country throughout the war years. 
His was a mighty task. requiring the 
utmost time and effort. Those of us who 
have been here through all four years of 
~fr. Bunt's leadership know and appre-
ciate the magnificent job he did. \\'e \\'ish 
him continued success at \\'alkerYille 
Collegiate. ., 
This ,·ear. \\'C \\'elcome back Col. 
O'Brien as chief cadet instructor. and Mr. 
.\llison \\'ho is no\\' instructing the band. 
An added impetus to competition with-
in our Corps this year has been the gen-
erous gift of two trophies, the Bryn 
Davies ~J emorial 'l'rophy by ReY. 1I. C. 
Davies to be presented to the best cadet 
in the Corps every year, and the :\Iac~[il-
lan Trophy by ~lagistrate A. \Y. ~Iac:\Iil-
Jan for the best company each year. 
The commanding officers who led their 
Corps to \ 'ictory through the \\'ar years, 
helping to turn out hundreds or \\'ell 
trained cadets for the armed forces. and 
other essential \\'ar tasks, will not be for-
gotten. \\' e have been fortunate in our 
line of commanding officers. Cadet Lt.-
Col. David Bruce who commanded in 
19+1-+2. later becoming a naval officer, 
enjoyed the perfect confidence and re-
spect of all his team. Cadet Lt.-Col. Jack 
Stodgell, \\'ho also became a naval officer. 
\\'as second to none. Berien Easton. our 
Lt.-Col. for 1943-4-+ had the honour of 
leading all the \Vindsor Royal Canadian 
Army Cadets as Brigadier in what has 
been termed the greatest Cadet demon-
st ration ever put on in Canada, the Gym-
khana. \\'alkerville played an important 
part in this display under the leadership 
of our second in command, Dick Larkin. 
19-1-3-44 was perhaps the greatest year 
in our historv. the culmination of all our 
efforts. Cad~t Lt.-Col. George Turnbull. 
our handsome. extremely popular young 
commander last year, was everything 
that could be desired in a commanding 
officer. Although we of the Cadet Corps 
had to share him with many other school 
organizations such as the Agora, of 
which he "·as President, and the Rugby 
team \\'here he twice made all-city. we 
Page Fifteen 
BLUE AND WHITE 
OFFICERS OF THE CADET CORPS 1945 
),ACK RO\\": E. Cri,pin. )I. \\'helpton, I>. (,ihson. H. C,rling. T. Ban'et. J. :\lacl.achlan. II. \Japes. I>. Cim-
'flll, II. Thom1hon. \IIDDl,1~ RO\\': \lr. Ball. II. L•mgmuir, B. l)a,·ies. J. t·p1un, T. \\afltc, B .. \leekc, 
G. llope, H. Spring, }lr. Bunt. FRO'.l:T )~()\\': X. :\lorrison, F. 111111, X. :\larshall, \ \ ', Young, G. Turnbull, 
J. Wigle, F. \ larchand. \\'. Ord, C. Xc:ely. 
BUGLE BAND 1946 
BACK RO\\': D. Graham. II. :\lc.\rthur, I.. llro\\n. A . Heid. L. Cor)'. R. )lorri,, \\". Fellm,,, J. Chohat, 
I •. S\\an. )J(l)l)J.F, RO\\': )fr. Allison. S. Sigal, P. :'llansfield, (;, 11.irper, T. Sapoleif. G. \larr, S. Orshin-
,ky, 1-:. Ha\\kins, :'\fr. Ball. FROXT RO\\': F. Clarke, J. :'llaicyar, J. Oul\'ick. J. Cook,on, \\'. Peter,on, 
H. Cooke, D. Jones, R. \lartin, :'II. Stasko. 
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enjoyed the full benefit of his leadership. 
Ceorge. nO\\' at the University of \Ves-
tern Ontario. has been asked. as our last 
Commanding Officer to honour us with 
a few words for the Blue and \\'hi tc : 
"It has been a long ti111e since T last 
had an opportunity to speak to the 
School, and especially the Corps. 1 \\'ish 
to congratulate the Agora for the success 
\\'hich it has had \\·ith this year's actiYi-
ties Also the best of luck to the revi\'ecl 
Blue and \\'bite. 
"Last Year I had the honour of beinp· 
Comman~ling Officer of the Corps. I can': 
not express ho\\' proud T a111 to have held 
that post. On inspection last year . the 
Corps in my opinion \\'as perfect. l \Yish 
to thank all the cadets for their grand 
co-operation. Of cour:,e this includes the 
officers and ~.C.O.'s \\·ho really shaped 
the Corps into the unit of perfection it 
was. 
"Although it did not \\'in either the 
generai proficiency cup or the P. T. 
Shield. it did put forth so111e champion-
ship teams. 1 \\'ish to congratulate the 
R.::\1.C. Rifle team \\'hich \\'On the Domin-
ion Championship and the Champion 
::\foyer Cup S ignalling team. 
"Xo\\' that the "·ar is finished. advo-
cates for the d1ssolution of Cadet train-
ing are ari sing. Cadet training does not 
make a cadet military minded. Tt gives 
him self-assurance and the ahilitY to as-
sume responsibility. It teaches hi;11 team-
work and helps to create good manners 
and good carriage . .A. Cadet Corps makes 
a boy proud of himself and hi s school. 
"Best of luck to this year·s Corps. The 
Corps has one of the finest groups of 
Officers and X.C.O.'s, so that it should 




We of the Cadet Corps especially feel 
the loss of our beloved Principal , the late 
~Ir. J. L. McX.rnghton. He was s trongly 
mterested in Cadet work, doing every-
thing he could for hi s Cadets. He was the 
guidinf~ hand behind a ll our endea\'our. 
and we ~alute him with deepest gratitude 
and sincere respect for a truly great man. 
Last year's inspection, held at Stogell 
Park, \\'ill long he remembered in our 
school. Our bugle hand under the lcader-
d1ip of Cadet Lieut. Teel Bartlet. ancl 
supervised during training hy )if r. .\. C. 
Bro\\'n contributed much to its success in 
the ir smart coloc1rful appearance. preci-
sion drill. and inspiring music. A new 
addition to our Corps was a pipe band 
instructed by :::\Ir. "Jock" Copland who 1s 
" ·ell known as a producer of incompar-
able bands. Hill Peterson commands the 
Bugle Band this year. while Ted Bartlet, 
in char ge of the pipe band, commands the 
hand as a whole. 
T he signal corps ah\·ays claims the 
credit for winning inspections. Be that 
as it maY. ho\\'ever. we all know \\·e 
\\'oulcl he ·in a had position \\·ithout it. Tn 
last year's inspection. the ~loyer Cup 
team displayed ~Iorse Signalling \\'ith 
flags. ;\n outstanding feature of the sig-
nal platoon's show was the demonstrat-
ing of the operation of the S\\'itchhoard 
to which the D.~I.K. S army Field tele-
pho nes are attached. 
At the beginning of the war. the Cana-
dian A rmy \\'as rather poorly equipped. 
Ho\\'ever. it soon added much to its 
equipment and fighting ability. Our sig-
nal corp. if we may be allowed to dra\\' 
the comparison. fo llowed rig ht along be-
hind. matching achievement \\'ith achieve-
ment. During the year 1941-42. the pla-
toon \\·as under the able command o f 
Ho\\'arcl ::\Ioo r e. \\' hen Ho\\'ard gradu-
ated, and entered the army. Bernard 
Ro ndot took over. and with the help of 
new equipment supplied by the Essex 
Scottish, \\'hipped the platoon into t.he 
best s ignalling group in the district. Al-
though our corps did not wi-n t he -:\foyer 
Cup t hat year, we attribute this in all 
frankness to the fact that our corps \,·on 
too manY other awards and. therefore. 
could not take this one too. \\'hen Cadet 
1'Iajor Rondot left for the army. it \\'as 
Bob Cirling's t u rn. Our equipment then 
included lamps, field telephones. "buz-
zers" and flags, with the Essex Scottish 
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lending us their switchboard a11d tele-
phones each year to enable us to put on 
a snappy display at our ;..nnual inspec-
tion. 
T n 19-+5 \\"e ,Yon the Moyer Cup. most 
coveted honour among signalling enthus-
iasts. Our signals group is still one of the 
best in Canada and has a great future. 
:\Iajor Young hinted, on a visit to the 
school last year, that there ,ms talk of 
setting up Cadet radio stations across the 
entire breadth of the nation. If and when 
this project gets under way. it will cer-
tainly be something to which future sig-
nal! ing cadets can look forward. 
The ambulance corps under the com-
mand of Cadet :\Iajor Frank Hull, Cadet 
Lieut. Don Gibson, and Cadet Lieut. Bob 
~Iapes J)ut on a very commendable show 
last year. This section of the auxiliary 
Corps. directed by 1Ir. \\' . Young, has 
progressed more rapidly than any other 
unit. The Ambulance Corps of 1940 was 
composed of about thirty boys ·with very 
little equipment, but since then Mr. 
Young has personally trained over three 
hundred cadets. At last year's inspection. 
the Ambulance Corps consisted of two 
large platoons which for the first time 
used roller bandages and Thomas splints 
and made the only demonstration in On-
tario of the propeller splints for a broken 
neck. Last year's class consisted of sixty-
eight juniors, thirteen seniors. and eight 
vouchers. Don Gibson, Art HaYnes and 
Frank Hull received their 11edallions. 
Murray \1Vhelpton received the first Label 
ever presented to our Corps. This year's 
class has proven very popular with ove; 
eighty cadets passing their examinations. 
An indication of the thoroughness of 
our corps' training was given at the 194S 
inspection when eighteen of our cadets 
were presented with master cadet stars. 
A master cadet wears five chevrons with 
his star indicating the number of sub-
jects he has studied and in which he has 
become proficient during his trainino-. 
The first gold chevron is given to an\ 
cadet who completes the senior basic 
syllabus, a course of five subjects. For his 
other four chevrons and gold star, he 
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must complete six more optional sub-
jects. each additional chevron being 
awarded as options are completed. 
Those ,Yho received the title of master 
cadet arc: 
H. Longmuir. R ::\[apes. D. Gibson, E. 
Crispin, G. Dewar. B. Davies. T. \\'affle. 
B. Spring. H. Thompson, R. Girling. J. 
\\'igle. ~I. \\'helpton, T. Bartlet, F. Hull, 
F. ::\f archand. \\'. Ord, ).;"_ ~Iarshall and 
\\·. Young. 
Cadet Lt. Col. George Turnbull, and 
Cadet ::\Iajor Bill Young, second in com-
mand. received the traditional old Eng-
lish \V's. 
Our cadet instructors present at last 
year's inspection were Major Bunt. Cap-
tain \\'illiam Young, Captain Green, Lt. 
Allen Brown and Lt. 1Iartin Young. 
Last year's physical training inspection 
was led bv cadet officers for the first 
time in ou~ history. Cadet Captain John 
\Vigle. Cadet Major Bill Ord. Cadet ::\Ia-
jor Xorm ::\Iarshall, and Cadet Captain 
:\Iurray \\'helpton each took one of four 
tables of exercises. John \Vigle was 
a warded a "\\'" by l\Iajor Young for be-
ing the best P.T. instructor on parade. 
Although we did not win the shield, the 
proficiency of our cadets left little to be 
desired. \\'e were rather unfortunate. 
however, in having to hold our inspection 
in the gymnasium rather tha11 on the 
campus. because of rainy weather. 
The year 1944-45 ,,·as a very successful 
riflery year. Our teams. under the coach-
ing of :\Ir. :.Iartin Young, came near the 
heights of perfection according to cadet 
standards. Showing genuinely expert 
marksmanship, our team won the Royal 
~filitary College Dominion championship 
with an average of 98.1 <Jo. and came ,.n 
unbelievably close second in the Doir.in-
ion of Canada Rifle Association (second 
in the Dominion of Canada) and Provin-
cial Challenge competitions. Our average 
scores in these two competitions were 
D.C.R.A.-·'A" team, 97.33%. "B" team, 
93.47%, and Provincial Challenge 97.53<Jo. 
Medals were presented to the ten ca-
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DOMINION CHAMPIONSHIP R.M.C. RIFLE TEAM 1945 
B.\CK RO\\": ~fr. Ball. D. \\'ch,,tcr. D. Cator. J. Lo~:..ing. E. Chop. ~lr. ~I. Young-. R. ~Jont-
rose. X. Grahb, J. Rro,,n. S. Johnson. ~fr. Bunt. J. Kurylo. 
FRO:>:T RO\\': B. Graham, J. Upton, T. Poore. E. Cri~pin. D. Gimson. F. :\Iarchand. \\'. 
Ord. C. Dc\\ar, )[. \\'hclpton. 
CHAMPION MOYER CUP SIGNALLING TEAM 1945 
B.\CK RO\\' · :\fr. Bunt, J. Colwill, G. Dc,,ar, B. Gard, J. Stankov, 1fr. Ball. 
PRf)XT RO\\, X. :\farshall, B. Ord, B. Girling, E. Crispin, II. Longmuir. 
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PIPE BAND 1946 
B:\CK RO\\' : Pipe-\fajor J. Copeland. D. Forsyth. B. ).I ac\ fi llan .. \ . ).fac)fillan. G. Cum-
ming, B. Gibbs. 
FROXT RO\\': T . Rartlet. K. Harper, B. Podhy. J. Brown, D. \lcXaughton. 
SENIOR N.C.O.'s 1945 
BACK RO\\': \\'. Hull. S. ).fusgravc. J. Catlin. D Stanko,·. \\'. Gard. C. Pollard. \\'. 
Adsett, A. \fac\lillan. \\·. \\'oodruff. R. Cosier . d. Pike. 
\f IDDLE RO\\': \[r. Ball, K. Taylor. S. Kolo ff. D. Holmes. l;. Dewar. R. \ I ontrose. B. 
Ste,·enson, R. Ray. )fr. Bunt. 
FROXT RO\\': X. \lacPhee. D. \\'ebster. X. Crabb, J. Stanko,·. C. Gilliland . S. Bruce. R. 
Spence. T. Poore. 
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that won the R.~I.C. championship. They 
are: 
\\' . Ord. 99: 'l'. Poore, 99; F. ·Marchand. 
99; }.1. \\'helpton 98; G. Dewar, 98; J. 
Kurylo. 98: D. Gimson. 98; B. Cator, 98: 
J. Upton. 97: D. Gibson. 97. Other mem-
bers of the team ,yere: 
~. Crabb. D. \\' ehster. E. Chop. D. 
Horne. R. :\Iontrose, S. Johnson. .J. 
Bro\\'n, J. ~Ielnick, J. Lossing. E. Crispin. 
Rodney :\[ontrose won the D.C.R .. \. 
gold medal for the highest aYerage. 
98.3%. of the three targets of the compe-
tition. The Strathcona Trust :.\1 edal for 
the highest average in all competitions 
of the year \\'ent to Bill Ord whose aver-
age for seven targets \\'as 98%. D.C.R.A. 
first class silYer medals for 97% or oYer 
in D.C.R.A. \\'ere won by Jack upton. 
Gordon De,,·ar. Robert Graham. \\'illiam 
Ord. and Stuart Johnson. 
Al read\' this Year. our riflemen have 
met \\'it\; succe~s. winning the Ontario 
Rifle Association Challenge Trophy for 
Secondary School Cadet Corps with an 
average of 97.6%. Rodney :\lontrose has 
again displayed his skill by walking oii 
Cadet Lt.-Col. Marshall and Gen. Crerar 
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with a sih·er medal for a perfect score of 
1CO%. Rodney. so far this year, has fired 
four consecutive perfect competition tar-
gets-something of a record, we believe. 
Other members o'i the winning 1946 
O.R.A. team were a warded bronze stars. 
They are Jack up ton. Bob Graham. Bill 
Ord. John Kurylo. Doug Gimson. 1".'ick 
Crabb, Bruce Cator, Gord Dewar, Frank 
:.\[archand. Harry .\stem. and Stuart John-
son. 
At the O.R .. \. cadet matches at the 
:.\J. l).1. RC .. \.C. Camp. Cedar Springs. 
\Valkerville shots won $15.00. coming 
second. Those \\'ho \\'On prizes are: R. 
~Iontrose $6.00. R. E. l\Iapes $3.00. F. 
Joyce $3.00. F. Hutton $2.00, and \\'. Ord 
$1.00. 
Our rifle coach this Year is :i\Ir. Bunt. 
Everything points to ;nother successful 
year. 
Our city was honoured this fall "·ith a 
\'isit by General H. D. G. Crerar who 
spoke to the cadets of this city in the 
auditorium of one of our larger schools 
,,·here \\'alkenille Collegiate was repre-
sented bv our officers and K.C.O.'s under 
the con;mand of our new 0.C .. ?\orm 
~Iarshall. He had the coYeted privilege 
of meeting the general on behalf of our 
Cadet Corps. \\'e " ·ere proud of Xorm, 
who was, by far. the smartest Cadet Offi-
cer to meet the Commander of the Cana-
dian .i\rmy. 
Xorm holds the respect and loyalty of 
even· cadet at \\'alkenille Collegia~e and 
"·e {,·ill support him to the limit. 'Cnder 
his leadership. " ·e shall go forth on i1~-
spection day, con ficlent in our ability to 
carry on the traditions of our Corps. 
striv ing to maintain our record of pro-
ficienc\'. This Year holds for~h great 
promi;e in cadet \\'Ork. and we aim to 
put on the best show yet in a ll fields of 
our endeavour, keeping in mind al \\'ays 
the main purpose of cadet training g iYen 
in the words of the RoYal Canadian :-\rm,· 
Cadet ~f otto "ACER .ACER PORT" - a·s 
the maple. so the sapling. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
CADET CAMP 
The 194-5 Cadet Camp, held at 
Cedar Springs, Ontario. stands 
out \'iYiclly in the memories o( 
the fortv odd officers and ca-
dets" he~ represented the \\'alk-
crville C. T. Cadet Corps as 
number 18 Platoon. E. Coy .. 
the company co1J1t11andecl hy 
our o\\'n )I r. Bunt \\'ith )I r. \\'illiam 
Young in charge of stores. Althoug-h they 
often refer to it as "The Battle of Cedar 
Springs'', claiming full battle honours 
(one glance at some of the illustrations 
sho\\'s \\'hy) our cadets certainly do not 
regret attending the camp. and, indeed. 
\\'ould return if given the opportunity. 
They had rain. and oceans of mud, \\'ere 
hun;ed hy the scorching sun by clay. and 
frozen by the cold at night. in spite of 
many blankets: hut it was all part of the 
game and they never had more fun in 
their lives. 
\\'alkervillc's company t\\'icc won the 
pennant for the cleanest and 
best Jines in the camp, ancl their 
spirit "a. al\\'ays high as they 
took part in all of the camp 
actiYities. both \\'Ork and play. 
\\'hen its turn came. 011r com-
pany. ah,·ays the smartest on 
parade. turned out. under the 
command of Xorm ~r arshall, 
one of the best guards and fire pickets to 
perform the colourful retreat cer(.'mony. 
.\fter the duties of the claY were com-
pleted. and during rest periocls, our cadets 
made full use of the ample sports facili-
ties. playing baseball, football, horse-
shoes. Yolley-hall. swimming. boxing-. and 
participating in the track and field meet. 
.\ special feature of the camp. was the 
huge rifle range where our cadets fired 
"22 .. rifles, 30 calibre armY rifles. Hren 
Light ?\fachine Cuns, and Piat /\nti Tank 
\\'eapons to \\'in a total of fifteen dollars 
in prizes for their expert marksmanship. 
(Continued on Page 70l 
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AGORA EXECUTIVE 
B.\CK RO\\": .\. :\late. II. :\larchand. H. Schofield,\\". Ord. \\". Bdl. C. Xecly. D. Richard. 
S. :\f u:,grave. 
:'I! J l)l)LE RO\\": B. Lee,. B. Searle, J. Littk. :\f. .\ dam~. :\f. Chorto,. D. H aley . .f. :\JacDnn-
ald, :\L :\filler. 
FRO\"T RO\\": .\. :\fac:\I illan. H. I lappy. \fr. I !art ford. :\fr. Ball. ):. :\I arshall. S. Fedoruk. 
:\f. Xiska~ari. 
AGORA 
The Agora. which is the Studrnt Coun-
cil of \Valken-i ile Collegiate. has been 
very successful in all of its many uncle~-
takings this year. :\Iuch_of the su_cce'is ~s 
due to the \\"Ondcrful officers leaclmg thi s 
yc::ar's organization and to the advi~e that 
both teachers and students have given. 
This year the Agora has sponso red two 
verv successful dances '"The Gamblers' 
Ca~1bol"' and the ··\\. 0.S.~.A. \\"ig'gle". 
and is now making plans for a bigger and 
better ":\lilitary Ball.., 1T uch credi t for 
the success of these ventures should go 
to the Social and Publicitv Committees 
for the fine \\"Ork they have done and are 
doing to make all \\'alkervill c 's activities 
a success. 
Another \'Cry successful effort of the 
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:\gora was the sale of Christmas cards 
under the direction of ::\1 r. \\'acldell. :\Ir. 
Hartford, Bill Orcl and the financial com-
mittee .. \ great deal of time \\"as spent 
by all concerned in making this venture 
a profitable one. 
Through the .'\gora the students of 
\\'alkerville have helped the Cadet Corps 
in its aim to build a Cadet library: they 
have kept up the ~IcKaughto n Scholar-
ship Fund and have represented the stu-
dent body in numerous other \\"ays. 
This vear's officer s are: ~l r. Ball. I l on-
orarv llrcsiclent: :'\orm :i\ l arshall , Presi-
dent·; /\ngus 1Iac:\lillan. Vice-President: 
Helen Happy. Secretary: :\fr. Hartfo rd, 
Treasurer: Bill Ord, Financial Chairman: 
Don Richard. l'ublicity Chairman: and 
John Wigle, 'ocial Chairman. 
JAX \\"TLKTF. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
GIRLS' CHOIR 
D . .\CK RO\\.: E. Wiseman. P. \\'iseman. H. \'ladich. ~I. Fencck. C. 81·ailcan .. \. Balint. X. 
Blair. 11. Loggan. H. Evan. :,J. Roddy, Z. Sawish, ~1. :,forris. ).I. \\·arren. J. Graham. 
:,(. Houston. H. Rock. .-\. Johnston. E. Cerman. 
3rd RO\\': :,1. Sampson. D. Cake. P. :-.t orrison, J. Potter. S. Henderson. \'. Secllar. :-\. 
Yasney, \ ' . Atkins. E. ~1 ac:,fillan. B. \\'am slcy. 0. Camille. X. Cybulak. X. Hays. P. 
).f artin. 
2nd RO\\': D. :dathieson. D. \\'oods. B. Horne. L. Hillis. B. )lac:.lillan. B. Tait, P. Cook, 
ii. Payne. A. :,fcLarcly. H. Rumble. D. Bowes, B. Da\·idson. \\'. Auld. L. Schaljo. 
PRO:XT RO\\': 0. l~van. S. Fedoruk. :,f. Chortos. 11. \\'crtc. )1 iss Saunders. J. Sparrow, 
S. Branch. B. :,larcoux, J. Hugill. 
THE GIRLS1 CHOIR 
Although the girls in our choir have 
not had many opr)ortunities to display 
their talents to the publiic. we have 
nevertheless been practising eagerly at 
our Tuesday afternoon sessions up in 
Room 301. We \\'ere certainly glad to 
"·elcom e back )Ii ss Saunders. '" ho re-
turned to us after two vears with the 
\\' rens, and who \\'e are' confident "·ill 
continue her spl~ndid record of choir 
\\'Ork at \\'alkerville Collegiate. 
Our first appearance this year \\'as at 
the Christmas Commencement exercises. 
when we sang "Lullaby of the Dwarfs.'' 
and "Lift Thine Eyes." the \\'ell-kno\\'n 
selection from ~Iendelssohn's "Elij1h''. A 
performance of several new numbers 
scheclulecl for the Open House program 
on Februan· 8 failed to materialize, be-
cause of u1;foreseen difficulties. hut rc-
hea rsal s "·en t forward with the usual 
enthusiasm in spite of our disappoi11t-
mcnt. 
\\'e began the year with an impressiYe 
attendance of oYer eighty singers. hut of 
these only about forty have appeared 
regularly at rehearsals. Credit is certainly 
due these girls ,Yho gave up other activi-
ties to attend faithfully. and our deep 
appreciation also goes to Margaret 
'Nerte, our able and understanding pian-
ist. ~Iiss Saunders, ?1Iargaret. and the 
choir all \\·ork together so harmoniously 
that gratifying results are quite justified. 
The choir's social life was not ne-
(Continucd 0 11 Page 29) 
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ORCHESTRA 
\fr. Brown, In structor 
\\'. Petcr-.on, D. Kilgour, F. \\"cir, 0. \furray, R. Fenton. \I. \{cKinnon, ~- Seiler, J. Dar-
rock, P. \f urphy, J. 1Iann, B. Culak. . \hsent: )-1. Parsons. 
ORCHESTRA 
For the past t \\ o years the orchestra. 
which had been dormant for some time. 
has been under the direction of ~l r. 
Bro\\'n. and has been playing strictly as a 
dance band. 
The band holds regular practices and a 
large library of dance orchestrations has 
been accumulated. The practices hav.: 
proved very \\'Orth \\'h ilc, for the band 
has done some exceptionally fine \\'Ork at 
the Tea Dances and at the Graduation 
Dance. 
.\ numbc.r of students \\'ith ou:standing 
musical ability who have given their help 
to th<' orchestra have added greatly to 
the success of this organization. The 
hand now features ensemble effects and 
also vocal and instrumental solos. 
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.\ second group of instrumentalists is 
no\\' practising the same music and it is 
hoped that in another year the orchestra 
can be expanded along the li nes of a sym -
phonic aggregation. as has been the prac-
tice in past years. 
:\ vote of thanks should be g1,·cn 1Ir. 
Bro\\'11 and the Yarious student members 
of the hand for so \\'illingly giving their 
time and talents to after school practices 
in order to reach the high standard of 
efficiency now enjoyed by the band. The 
mastery of the music has not only given 
great pleasure to the m~mhers of the 
band but has been a source of entertain -







BLUE AND WHITE 
DRAMATIC SOCIETY 
B:\CK RO\\': )Ir. Burr, D. Haley, P. Barn by, \\'. Hull, G. Croft, II. Schofield, S. Johnson, 
).I r s. Alexander. 
FRO~T ROW: J. Little, ).I. \\' crtc. ).f iss Robbins. ).f iss .\uld, E. Lee. B. Lees. 
:\BSE~T: B. Mapes. 
DRAMATIC CLUB 
The \\'alken·ille Collegiate Dramatic 
Club elected the fo:lo\\'ing officers for the 
year 19-tS-46: 
Hon. President ...................... ..................... ~Ji ss Auld 
President ........................ .......... .................. Ed L ee 
\ ' ice President ............ ~ .......... }. r a rga ret \\'er t e 
Secretary .......................... ............................... Jean T ,i ttle 
Treasurer ............ ........ . .. ...... :\liss Robbins 
Property :\Iistress ........................ Barbara Lees 
Stage :i\l anager....... . ................. Bob 11 apes 
Our only public offering this year \\'as 
the shor t comedy. ··courage. l\l r. 
Greene." ,,·hich \\'as presented at the 
Graduation Exercises December 20. The 
play ,ms clirec~ecl by ~lrs. Alexander and 
Mr~ Burr. and the cast included Herbert 
Schofield. Stuart l ohnson. Do:rna HaleY. 
T) -at Barnby ancl Gordon Croft. 
During the past two years the Dra-
matic Society has produced t,,·o of its 
most successful plays. "She Stoops To 
Conquer", a costume play ,Yhich \\'as 
rated highly by all ,,·ho sa"· it. ~fary 
Gregory. Jack Creed, Tom Beckett and 
Bill Grund\', won the awards for their 
periormanc'es. Our play of last year ''The 
\\'hole To\\'n's Talking''. delighted our 
audiences \\'ith its rollicking humour. The 
annual a\\·ards \\'ere presented to Mary 
Cregory. Anne Thistleth\\'aite and Tom 
Beckett. Both these plays were directed 
by the "Guiding Light" o f the club. our 
0\\'11 Miss Robbins. 
B ecause of the lack of directors we 
did not present our annual three-act play 
this yea.r, but \\'e have hopes for such a 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
ORATORS 
Ja net I l ugill J amt·, Zeron. Barbara Tait 
\hsen : l>onald R~ an 
PUBLIC SPEAKING 
Our oratorical cfiorts han: been cx-
tr1:mely note,,·orthy. although non-.' oi the 
\\ .S.S .. \. champion:-.hips came to \\'alk-
crvil le this year. i\l any of the pari.icipan t:; 
\\ ere new to the game. and their speeches 
desen-ecl a great cleat of cn:dit: :-.everal 
had entered the contest beiorc and :-.how-
ecl marked improvement in material and 
delivery over their previous efforts. 
From the four Senior ho,· conte<anb. 
Jim Zeron carried oii the ·honours with 
his excellent speech on "Local ]Jistury''. 
and an equally noteworthy impromptu 
on "The Liie oi Tomorrow". Second 
place was awarded to Howard Thompson 
who gave as his main address, "The Ca-
det Camp." and also spoke in an interest-
ing- manner on '·The Be:-.t Hook I I lave 
Head." 
The remarkable number of Senior girls 
:-.pC<lking this year was certainly inspir-
ing. ancl the quality of their speeches 
made that contest an interesting event. 
J anct 1--1 ugill, the winner. !-ho wed splen-
did oratorical ahilit Y both in her main 
-.peech on "\\'insto11 Churchill'" and her 
laugh-pron,king impromptu on "1ly Fav-
ourite Suhjcct-:\1 athematics. ·· Hunners-
up were l)onna I laley. with "Canadian 
Parliament" and "Progre:-.:-. in the Cirl 
Cuicle ~lon.'ment"'. and Dorotlw \\'oods 
with "Careers for Young f>e<;pk" and 
"The Life of Tomorro,,·". the latter two 
tying for second place. 
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The Junior orators were surprisingly 
good this year. \\'ith Don Ryan taking 
I irst place laurel:,. for his address on 
' .\tomic Po,,·er" and "Dog:-.". Jami:.-s 
:\I uir ,,·as a close competitor, speaking 011 
"Puppets" and "Places l \\'ould Like To 
\ 'i,.,it." 
The J unio;· girl:-. also :-.ho,,·cd great 
promise oi iu~ure ability. The winner. 
Barbara Tai t. gan· an excellent speech 
on "Cu:-.tom:-. of India·· and a succes-.ful 
impromptu. ·· . ..\.irline:-.." Second p'act' went 
to ~r argaret :\I art in who spoke 011 
".\laska" and ga\'C as her impromptu. 
"\\'hy I Like ~I u:-.ir ... 
.\JI the:-.e speakers. both ,, inner ... ancl 
competitors. have gained \'aluahle ex-
perience in this year's contest. and we 
are certain that future oratory ,,·ill keep 
up \\'alk<•n·ille':-. fine record. or eYen :-.ur-
pass it. 
DO ROT I I\' \\'001)~ 
ASSEMBLIES 
Assemblies this vear have sho\\·ed a 
marked improvemc;lt oYer those of la:-.t 
year. Thi:-. year the students have been 
much more interested in as:-.emblies than 
they have in the past. 
Credit for the improvement mu:-.t go 
to }.Jr. Bair ,,·ho has \\'Orked hard picking 
out talent and to the .. \gora Assembly 
Committee. 
.\ssemblies thi:-. year ha,·e provided a 
great deal oi enjoyment to students and 
teachers a like. It is to be hoped that the 
fine work done on them no\\' will he con-
tinued in the years to come. 
\\'ith performers :-.uch as ~Iarilyn }.Iil-
lcr. Margo :\IacKinnon. Hoh Fenton, and 
I lerb Scofield. assemblies are sure to he 
a succe:-.:-.. Other :-.tar performers \\'ere 
iound among the teachers with ~I iss 
Saunders. i\l iss i'ladntne. ~I r. O'Brien 
and ~[r .. \llison taking a place on the 
stage several time:-. throughout the year. 
If this co-operation between students and 
teachers cont inues, our assemblies will 
a l\\'ays he enjoyable. 


































BLUE AND WHITE 
F. Hull. E. Lepa. L. Laakso. :.I r. Ball. \\'. Young, G. Turnbull. 
SCHOLARSHIPS 
In 19-1-5 \\"alkerville students earned 
seven scholarships. 
The J. L. ~Ic~aughton ~[emorial 
Scholarship was awarded for the first 
time last year. Lillian Laakso received it. 
and is no\,· studying Honor Science at 
Toronto. 
Eugene Lepa won the third Carter 
Scholarship ,,·orth $-l-0. Three Carter 
Scholarships are giYen in each county 
of Southern Ontario for the highest 
standing in ten papers which must in-
clude English Composition. English Lit-
erature. Geometry and Algebra. 
George Turnbull is studying Business 
Administration at \\'estern with a Do-
mmion-Provincial Scholarship worth $-l-00 
a year fo1· four years. 
Bi ll Young won three scholarships, the 
Edith Bowlby Chapter I.0.D.E. Scholar-
ship of $100 for the highest English mark 
in \\' incisor. the c;;econd Carter Scholar-
ship of $60. and the Irwin Hilliard Sc-hol-
arship in English and History at Victoria 
Col lege. UniYersity of Toronto which is 
worth $625. 
Charmaine Humphries ,,·on a $100 
Domini011 - Provincial Scholarship for 
Gracie 13. 
\\'e are proud of these students, and 
hope that this year's graduating class can 
live up to their fine example. 
(Continued from Page 25) 
glected, in spite of such arduous rehears-
ing. In December the Boys· and Girls' 
Choirs combined to give a Christmas 
party in the school library where danc-
ing. games and box lunches were enjoyed. 
and small surprise packages distributed 
by Santa himself! The pleasure of our 
guests proved the party's success. and we 
are all eagerly anticipating another such 




BLUE AND WHITE 
RETURNED 
From the Armed Forces 
MR. L A. ALLISON 
On . \pril 25. 1941. Ian ,\llison enlisted 
in the Canadian .\rrny. IIe spent about a 
111<:nth at the O.T.C .. Hrocb·ille. \\'henc·~ 
he emerged a one-pip \\'oncler, and after a 
ic ,. clays' "yisit" at Camp Borden he left 
fo r England. Hy the end o f June he had 
joined the Calgary Regiment of the Firs t 
Canadian Army Tank Brigade and after 
training and manoeuYres in England he 
receiYecl his second pip ( l<'ebruary 1942) . 
f n August. 1942. Lieutenant Allison \\'as 
fio-htino- \\'ith the Calo-an· Tanks and the 
h h h -
Essex Scottish at Dieppe, and the Cal-
gary losses and casualties \\'ere terrific. 
From Dieppe Lieutenant Allison re-
turned to England to train ne\\' Canadian 
reinforcements, and at this time received 
his captaincy. Before he joined his unit 
in ltah· he had received his crown. and 
\\'ith them fought through Cassino. the 
Liri \'a lleY. the Hitler and GustaY lines 
and ~orth of Florence where he was 
\\·ou11<led. He ,Yas again with his regi-
ment \\'hen the,· landed in :.larseilles. 
'J'hey fought up through Belgium. had a 
three-week rest, then pushed through 
German" and back- this time into Hol-
land. :\fter the last t\\·o battles. Arnhem 
and Ede. a truce ,ms called. lasting two 
,yeeks. for the purpose of transpori.ing 
food to the stan·ing Dutch by the Cal-
gary Tanks. 
On July 29. 1945 :\Iajor Allison left for 
England and on October 13. 1945 he bc'.-
came .. :.I ister'' I\llison once more. 
MR. F. BECKLEY 
).I r. Beckley. a member of the Essex 
'l'ank l~egiment, ,Yas once a cadet at 
\\'. C. 1. ln 1942. he joine:1 the arm\' tak-
ing h is training at 0.'J'.S. in Bro::.kvilk. 
then at.\ 27 Training Centre at Dundurn. 
Sask. In 1~43. he \\"ent overseas. scning 
in the iront lines in France. Belgium. 
I Tolland. and Ccrmany. Captain Beck;ey 
I.ad many harro\\·ing experiences. \\'hilc 
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across the Cerman lines. his armoured 
car blew up. 1 Te \\'as in the same house 
"·ith a SOO lb. bomb during the Cennan 
bombing of Falais . • \t one time. he was 
trapped for 36 hours about 25 miles be-
hind the C e rman lines. 
MR. A. FLETCHER 
In 1941. ::.'.lr. Fletcher joined the Hoyal 
Canadian .\ir Force. He was trained at 
HiYers. ~fan .. and then served as an in-
structor until 1945. Ft. Lieut. Fletcher. 
as a navigator. had the misfortune to 
make a mistake in his calculations and 
found himself flying oYer the then neu-
tral United States. \\'hen asked to relate 
some of his thril ling experience:-; over-
seas. :\I r. Fletcher said that the only thing 
that he did in England \\'as to fly around 
in the fog. 
MR. C. M. FORMAN 
:\ ! r. Forman joined the air-force in 
March 19+2 and left fot l\lanning Pool 
\\·here he r eceived his basic training for 
the air-ere\\'. After leaving ~[ann ing 
Pool. he entered about eight other 
schools in Canada and finalh· arrived at 
Hegina . \.O.S. where he cc;mpleted his 
train ing. As ilying officer (navigator) . 
he spent t,\·o years overseas ancl partici-
pated in bombing missions on the conti-
nent in the famous Lancaster bombers. 
\\'hilc he \\·as on one of his missions. h is 
plane \\'as shot down near Paris and only 
he and t\\·o others out of seven esc:ipect 
alive. The skipper \\"as captured by the 
Cermans. :\lr. l<'orman and the rear gun--
ner. both behind enemy lines . managul 
to out\\·it the Germans and obtain help 
from a French family " ·ho \\·ere part 01· 
a " ·ell-organized underground. About 
three \\·ceks later they \\·ere rescued by 
the Third American Arm,· "·ho had 
broken through the enemy li;1cs. [n Oc~o-
bcr 1944. :\lr. Forman came back to Can-











































BLUE AND WHtTE 
MR. D. C. O'BRIEN 
;,,l r. O'Brien \\'as 2 1/C of the r•:ssex 
Tank Regiment before enlistment. 1Te 
commanded the .\cti\'e SerYice Company 
at St. Luke's Barracks from }la\' 19-10 to 
October 19-W "·hereupon he \\'as ·called to 
heaclquarter!; :\L .D. Xo. 1 as C.S.O. Ii I. 
In l•ebruary 19-1,1, he joined the Ontario 
Tank Regiment and in June of the same 
year procc.c,led O\'er!;eas as squadron 
commander. J le then remained "·ith tl·c 
First .\rmoured Brigade until he \\'a-, 
appointed chief instructor at 2C. t\.C.l~.C. 
in Februarv 19-.t.3. Later he commanded 
a \\'ing at 2 C .. \.C.R.G. \\'ith the rank of 
lieutenant colone l. :\fter \ '-E dav Lieu-
tenant Colonel O'Brien comma~1ded a 
repatriation depot until his return to 
Canada in .\ugust 19..J.S. Discharged 111 
October 1945, ).lr. O'Brien came back to 
\\'alkerville to teach again. JJe \\'as 
a\\·arded the }l.B.E. and E.D. \\'elcomc 
back. >.fr. O'Brien. Your job \,·as \'Crv 
"·ell clone, indeed ! 
MR. H. NIGHSWANDER 
Jn 19..J.2, :\Ir. Xighs\\'ander signed his 
name for his country and the fo ll cl\,·ing 
year \\'as called to serve it. For a year 
and a quarter he remained here i11 \\'i11d-
sor on the H.).I.C.S. Hunter and became 
a petty officer. He says that during his 
na,·y career his most interesting experi-
ence \\'as "being- guard of honour for the 
Governor-General in .. Otta\\'a.'' His dis-
charge \,·as complete in October 19..J.-+. 
\\'hereupon he resumed teaching at \\'alk-
cr\'ille Collegiate Institute. 
MISS 0. E. SAUNDERS 
On >.larch 25, 19-+3. Olive Saunders 
entered the \\' rens and soon \\'orked her-
self up to a lieutenancy. She \\'as sta-
tionecl at Halifax for 20 months a11cl i11 
.\"e\\'fottnclland for eight months. .\mong 
many of h~ r thrilling experiences in the 
\\'rens. Lieutenant Saunders rank-; her 
nine-hour operational flight in an air-
force boml~cr O\'er a convoy as the most 
exciting. She also ha.cl the opportunity of 
: pCiHling l\\'o days on a frigate obscn·ing· 
st1' ' nrrme detectirn1 deYices under con-
ditions at sea. \\'hile i11 .\"e\\'ioundland. 
.\I iss Sac111(lers had the opportunity of 
1:1ecting and chatting "·ith Frank Sinatra. 
She has a picture of herscl f shaking 
hands \\·i1 h Frankie. Lieutenant Sau11-
dc:·!; rcceiY ::> cl her discharge papers on 
.\t1gust 1. 19-+5 and returned to \\.alker-
": 11 e Co I le 1~i ate 1 n s tit u t e. 
MISS G. I. TUNKS 
~liss Tunks enlistee\ in the \\'rens in 
December 10-t.2. and 1)\' .\"e\\' Year's l)ay 
l~..J.3. found herself (;ne of a group <>i 
\\'rcns traye)ling O\'er the Rockies to 
\·ancou,•er. Tl e1·e. \ 'ancou\'er played host 
to i~s first group of \\'rens. Otta\\'a ,yas 
;11 iss 'l'nnks' home station. a11d from here 
she visi tecl various places - Sydney for 
ten clays. for example. \\'hile in Sydney 
she ,yas fortunate to be one of t\\'O \\' re11 
of ficcrs a' lo\\'ed to go to sea. On board. 
they \\'Orkecl the J)O\Yerf ul Oerlikon guns 
and ,Yitnessed a good deal of mines\\'cep-
ing. They had the thri lling experience of 
hoanling :\Ierchant Ships, and on one 
Tanker. talked \\'ith an engineer "·ho \\·as 
a surYivor of three torpedoed tankers. 
\\'hil e at sea. they had the self-safr;fying 
experience of seeing the Captain take 
~casick pill!; ,Yhile the t\\·o \\'rens found 
co nc::-cl for them. 
~[iss Tunks feels that her ,·ears in the 
\\'rens "·ere a lmost the most· educational 
of her Ii f e, and \\' hilc \\'e kno\\' na v \' 
!if e is wonderful. \\'Care glad to \\·~lcom~ 
1:er hack to \\'alkerville. 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
WINNERS OF THE BLUE AND 
WHITE PROSE CONTEST 
First Prize 
SUSIE OF THE TEST TUBES 
The girl who sighs with envy after re-
readino- "Arrowsmith." "Disputed Pas-
~ .. h sage.' ' or "1[icrohe If unters <~pcs to 
achieve some clay the glory of bemg the 
valued assistant of the great Dr. So-and-
So. the world's o utstanding research 
\\'Orker in some field o r other. Perhaps 
she has even been inquiring about train-
ing courses to fit her for this great 
career: undoubtedly she \\'ill be anxious 
to find out a f e"' of the details of her 
future life. 
T ,et us say she has completed her train-
ing and is accepted in a famous research 
lab.-assistant to Dr. Smith's chief tech-
nician! Do\\'n to the lab. she comes. 
eight o 'clock sharp. all crisp and \\'hite in 
her ne\\' unifo rm. Anxiously !-itting on 
the edge of her chair she watches the 
various staff members drift in, exchange 
casual remarks. and briskly begin their 
work of the clay. ).linutes trudge past. 
and finally t he ne\\'comer approaches a 
dignified gentleman \\'ho is vigor~Ht~ly 
s wirlnng a flask of muclch· yellow hq111cl. 
and ventures. "Please. sir, \\'here \\'ill I 
find Dr. Smith's head technician? T'm 
his ne\\' assistant.'' 
··\\ ' ell. I'm sure I don't know \\'hy 
Jones needs an assistant- he can't ker>p 
busy himself. But you can help me if y<JU 
like, \Yhile you wait. Jones never ani\ es 
before nine. I'm Smith." 
Susie views \\'ith a\\'e this far nu:; 
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scientist. and nervously stands r eady to 
do his bidding. To her surpri se. her first 
task is to \\·ash a dozen racks full of mini-
ature test tubes containing sticky white 
jelly. and it takes h er nearly two hou_rs, 
since each tube must be shaken upside 
dO\\·n. prodded \,·ith a g lass rod. and im-
mersed in a huge pot of hot green soap. 
Poor Susie! her hands are no\\' sacrificed 
to Science! ~Jean\\'hile, the tardy Jones 
arrives. and promises her a job in the 
animal room as soon as she has van-
quished the sticky test tubes. This she 
finally does. half expecting some com-
ment on their gli stening cleanness, but 
the doctor merely indicates Jones wait-
ing next door. 
A pecu· iar odour greets Susie as she 
opens the door. Ro \\'s and ro\\'s of metal 
drawer-like cages fi ll this room. and the 
clamour of sharp little squeaks informs 
her of the presence of thousands of tiny 
\\'bite mice. To her dismay, 1Jr. Jone" 
calmly pulls out a cage. takes a handbl 
of mice and nods to her to do the same. 
"Just drop them in thi s glass jar. \\·eigh 
each one and keep the ones from eighteen 
to twenty grams. \Vhen you've put the 
rest back. bring the good ones to me in 
the lab.'' 
"But ... how do r ... pick them up?" 
"Haven't you ever worked \\'ith mice? 
Simply take.hold of the tail. like a handle. 
They don 't often bite!'' 
Susie cautiously approaches one meek 
little mow:,e in the corner of the cage, 
p il'ks him up gingerly, but finding that 
he squirms. f:-a1?i: ically drops him, not in 
the jar. but on tl:e floor! She scrambles 
madly af~er hi11, divinis under tables and 
nr·ncl~:> ~ h11t he <Jisappt>ars along a drain-
BLUE AND WHITE 
pipe. \'isibly "haken, Susie turns to the 
next problem ho,,· to make mice stand 
still while she \\'eig-hs them, since they 
prefer ... trolling around on the scales and 
ineYitahly tumble <>Yer the edge .. \t last 
she comes back with her jar of mice . 
little dreaming she i ... the \'ictim oi a 
ritual rndurcd hy e\'ery 110\'icc in the !ah. 
.-'\ncl so goes the first week of her 11e,,· 
Iii e. \\"eighing mice. "ashing glass\\ are. 
holding guinea-pigs for injections. filling 
racks of test tubes with graduated vol-
ume-. of standard solutions-Susie tries 
ha increasingly capable hanc\ at count-
less new jobs. One unforgettable day she 
is taught to run the f orhidcling boiler-like 
autoclaYe. or steam sterilizer. and to her 
horror is left alone "ith the thing. told 
to "open this valve if the pressure rises 
too high. close this one if the tempera-
ture drops. and don't blow us all up!" By 
the time that half-hour has crawled past. 
pour Susie is frantically chc\\·ing her 
nai!s and muttering. "\\"hat happens if T 
forget to turn something?" lh1t she can 
nc\\· sterilize her 0\\'11 equipment. which 
is a blessing both to her and to the m·er-
,nJrked .. ,,·ash-up women." 
Finally Susie is given a "hole set of 
tests to run even· da\'. She ca rcf ulh· "ets 
<111t her shining ·glas; plates each ;norn-
ing. prepares new hatches of reagents . 
;inc! ioliows a definite routinl' each cla\' 
:,;u that her test resulb \\'ill he uni fori;, 
and r :: liahle. :\hsolute precision becomes 
au~omatic: the slightest deviation from 
the tt"ltal pattern. eYcn the tiniest error 
in measurement makes the \\'hole test 
meaning-less. Of course ~usie soon is very 
efficient and leans far behind her the 
stage of forget ting to keep cotton plug:, 
in sterile flasks. J lcr experiment-; ,{r< 
suggested and decided upon by others. 
hut little ~usic has the great s:itisf a,·tion 
of knowing that she is the tllll.! who 
transforms their theories into prndic:il 
iact. She is the rese,d·ch ,,·orh'.er's riobt 
hand- the girl l,ehind -:.'1~ -:..,pc·rin~..:nt..~ 
DORQ'l'J ", \\'•)<'D;"). 13B 
Second P rize 
MUSIC MILLIONS LOVE 
\\"hen our scholarh hro" s are f urro\\'-
cd "ith the cares oi ;11,-,ol\'cd ~lath. prob-
lems. unfinished French excrci~cs, and 
neglected supplementary reading. \\'C like 
to kick off our loaiers. drop into a com-
f ortahlc armchair. and just sit hack in 
utter relaxation. flur hand automat icalh· 
reache:-- for the dial of tbe nearh" radi<;, 
because \\"C ,,·ant to hear so1~1cthing 
soothing ancl interesting. \\'e hurriedly 
dial past the phoney comedians, the 
ner\'c-racking detccti,·e Ill) steries, and 
the horing ne\\'s commentators, until a 
sudden surge of sweet music meets our 
cars .. \h-at last, the perfect sound for 
fatigued minds and tense ncn·es ! T ,et\, 
listen! 
X o\\· a mello,,·-voiced announcer is in-
,·iting- us to spend a half-hour \\'ith .\ndre 
l,ostclanetz and his ~I usic :i i illions I ,oYe. 
"This great maestro should keep u-; well 
entertained." ,, e mu:-e. settling our-..t.·h·e~ 
comfortably in the chair. and banishing 
all \\'ort·,· ·from our minds. The pro-
<Yfamme ~-;tart:, off "ith a dream,· Strauss h • 
waltz. \\"hich immediately begins the task 
of lightening our hearts. Before we know 
it. we are tapping out the lilting rhythm 
\\"ith our foot. and ht11nming- along "ith 
t:1e orchestra. 
Our genial a1111orn1ccr next gives u:,; ,l 
plea ..,,lll t i 11 trod uction to the gue:-t a rti:-t 
of the evening. whether it he ~I arian 
.\nderson. CinnY Simms, Lii v Pons or 
John Charles Thoma-.. Thi.., i,;troducti<,n 
stimulates our interest so that \\"L' iincl 
ourselYes eagerly waiting for the num-
l>er to begin. 
The song is always perfectly sui t ed to 
the si nger's voice. :\larian Anderson. 
"·ith her Yihrant contralto, may sing- us 
a stirring Cypsy Song from Carmen. or 
Lily I >ons, with her lofty soprano. may 
! ., kc our spirits on a soaring- t r ip as she 
tr ill-. through a French aria. Ii Cinny 
.-'imnb is supplying the talent we can 
,·f"'•,n t on a lively evening indeed. 11 er 
c' .~1. s\\·eet ,·oice i:- especially adapted 
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to the popular and semi-classical selec-
tions. For these, too. the Kostelanetz 
orchestra provides excellent accompani-
ment. Her rendition of "Slo\\'ly'' or a 
Gershwin melody has a charm quite clif-
f erent from that of the operatic singers, 
and is just as capable of transporting us 
to a \\'Oriel of musical dreams. Xo\\· per-
haps it is the virile tenor of John 
Charles Thomas beckoning us \\'ith a 
rousing Vagabond Song 01- \\'ailing a 
plaintive >.'egro spiritual. 
Besides the vocal numbers, there are a 
few performances by the orchestra itself. 
In these Andre Kostelanetz and his 
artists exhibit to the full, the outstanding 
characteristics of their music- a rich. 
sweeping flo\\' of tone and an abundance 
of creative imagination. There is ah,·ays 
one special number on the programme 
devoted to pure imagination. This may 
be either a popular hit tune or a classical 
excerpt. but in either case, the musicians 
create a magical atmosphere cleverly 
suited to the title or theme of the song. 
For instance. "Strange Music'' or ''Laura" 
may be presented \\'ith an appealing new 
touch of the bizarre, while T chaiko\\'sky's 
"Dance of the Flutes" may be treated 
with added vigour and vivacity. Even 
the most skeptical of us see the mental 
pictures suggested by the music. 
Xow the guest artist comes back for 
one more performance, adding the finale 
to a very enjoyable half-hour. But it does 
not seem nearly t hat long. Surely \\'C 
have been listening for only ten minutes! 
Though ,ye hope the music ,yil) continue 
for ever, Alexander Scott is bidding us 
a pleasant "Good evening." with a few 
\\'ell-chosen \\'Ords in favour of Chrysl~r 
dealers. 
Andre Kostelanetz is now off the air. 
The heavenly music has ceased, and the 
singer's tones are heard no more. The 
spirit, hov,:ever, is still with us, making 
us feel gay and energetic. The furrowed 
brows have given way to dimpled smiles 
and the depressing worries have been 
replaced by peaceful thoughts. Refreshed 
and invigorated by the half-hour of 
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sparkling entertainment. we go to work 
and solve the )Iath. problems. finish the 
French exercises. and complete the sup-
plementary reading. 
Thus we have proven to us the age-old 
truth that music hath charms. As one 
great music lover once said. "The real 
test of all great art is its po\\'er to give 
pleasure to the largest number of persons 
capable of appreciating it. for the great-
est length of time." 
\ 'ive le Kostelanetz. 
)f ARGARET \VEST, 13B 
Third Prize 
LIFE'S VICTIM 
Robert Jones \\'as born on Friday, Sep-
tember 13 on a spiritless. \\'intry night. 
\\'hether this was an omen of ill luck. or 
a trick of fate, I do not know. As the 
storv continues, YOU ma,· determine for 
you;self. · · 
·when he \\'as five years old, his mother 
died of pneumonia, leaving Robert and 
hi s drunkard father to the mercies of the 
world. His father was a good man, but 
like a narcotic dope fiend. he could not 
resist the temptation of liquor. He tried 
to take care of Robert. but his craving 
for liquor proved to be master over him. 
Dri £ting from one job to another. and 
always being fired because of his passion, 
he soon became disgusted. So one night, 
penniless, friendless and unhappy. he took 
his own life by hanging himself. 
1'hus, at the age of eight, Robert. left 
without mother or father, \\'as sent to an 
orphanage. Here, there \\'as no limit to 
the cruel sufferings that he underwent. 
The master, as the O\\'ner of the orphan-
age \\'as called, forced Robert. along \\'ith 
the other children. to do the "·ork of a 
man each day. hut he fed them hardly 
enough to keep them standing up. At the 
age of fifteen . Robert had gone through 
more, and kne\\· more about the hard-
ships of life than most of us do at thirty. 
One day. "·hen he could no longer stand 
the torments of his master, he decided 
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to run away. Jlis preparations made. he 
\\"aited until it was da1·k. Then. \\"bile 
everyone \\"as sleeping. he left the dormi-
tory, and approached the gate. He 
stopped. horror-stricken and bewildered. 
rr e could not believe his O\\'n eYes. There. 
ShLIHling in front of him. \\'aS the one 
person he dreaded- the master. 
\\"hat was he to do? \\'as he to o·i,·e up 
all hope of freedom? Hobert' liYed 
through a million years in that one des-
perate moment. ~o. he would neyer o-o 
~ 
back to that dreaded place. Someho,,· he 
must escape. 
\\'hile Robert's mind had been racing. 
the master had been standing in front of 
him. his expression a combination of 
anger and smug satisfaction. 
.. I'll teach You to tn· to run a \\"a'" from 
me." he cried producing a whip. which 
Robert kne\\" onl\" too well. He lashed it 
furiously down t;pon Robert"s shoulders. 
Stunned. Robert fell back, and the master 
raised the whip again. In that brief 
moment Robert's hand fell upon a cold 
object lying on the ground. It ,,·as a lead 
pipe. He grasped it and leaped up at the 
master \\"ith the fun· of a tii:ter. He mio·ht 
... '-.>' h 
have hit the master once. or he mi()"ht ::--, 
have rained a dozen hlo\\'s upon him. He 
did not knO\\". His mind \\·as blank ex-
cept for that one thought. to escape. 
Hut. after touching the cold body of 
the master, he kne\\" one thing for cer-
tain. that he. Robert Jones, at fifteen 
years of age ,,·as a murderer. 
You may find it hard to believe tha~ 
a boy fifteen years of age could be a mur-
derer. but I think that vou could not find 
it as hard to believe as· Rubert did. Rob-
ert \\"as scared, there \\·as no denying i't. 
l le thought to himself. ,,·hat can a mur-
derer do in this case? Run a ,,·ay? Xo. he 
\\"ould first get rid of any eviclence. He 
buried the lethal \\"ea1)011 then drao-o·ed l'.'.-,1":, 
the no,,· cold. limp body of the master to 
a clump of hushes and hid it. Satisfied 
that no one could find the boch·. he turned 
around to take one last look· at the only 
home he had eyer kno,Yn. Then he set 
out do,,·n the winding rt~ad to seek his 
fortune. 
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He hopped a freight train for the \\"ild. 
,,·indy city of Chicag0. As soon as he 
arriYed he started on the \\"rong foot. 
Joining a gang of killers he helped them 
operate a series of robberies. kidnap-
pings. and murders. and soon became a 
full-fledged gangster. He ,,·as getting 
more money than he had ever dreamed 
of, and at the age of t\,·enty. he thought 
that he had experienced everythi1w that 
Ii f e could off er a person. Rohe-rt \\"a: very 
much mistaken. for he had Yet to ex--
perience the most ,,·onderft;l thi1w in 
life- love. 
0 
Laura Carson \\"as her name. She \\"as 
a stenographer in the Acme Furniture Co. 
Hobert met her at a party. which she \Yas 
attending ""ith her fiance. F'red Acme. 
.-\!though he did not mention her to any-
one. all he thought of from that daY ~11 
\\·as Laura Garson. His colleao-ues in 
. . h 
cr1111e noticed a change in him. and beo-an 
to distrust him. 
0 
Hobert had taken Laura out a fe\\" 
times, but had never told her how he felt 
about her. One day. on the spur of the 
moment. he proposed. \\'hen she told him 
she \\"as engaged to be married. he \\"as 
s~ 111111ed. He left immediately. Entering 
his car. he drove around for a \\·hile in a 
daze. He could not believe that the per-
son he loved. loved someone else. He felt 
hurt and cheated. He had never kno\\'n 
any happiness before, and no\\" that it 
,,·as so close to him it did not seem fair 
for him to giYe it up \\"ithout a fio-ht. He 
decided that if he could not have° happi-
ness. Fred Acme should not haYe it 
either. 
\\'ith this thought in mind he droYe 
to his gang's hideout. He found them 
planning to kidnap Fred Acme. Fate. he 
thought. \\"as on his side. For every per-
son the gang had kidnapped had been 
killed rnoner or later. 
'J'l1c kidnapping. strangely. took place 
on Friday. September 13. Acme ldt his 
office ,Yith Laura Garson. \\'hen theY 
reached the side\\"alk. t\\"O of the mol;-
sters approached and ordered them to 
enter a car \\"aiting across the street. 
They "·ere then driYen to the hideout and 
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placed in a large, climly lighted room. 
Robert die! not kno\\' that Laura hacl been 
brought along "·ith Acme. so you can 
imagine his surprise when he walkecl in. 
Laura pleacled with H.obert for their 
release. but Robert was not going to be 
cheated of revenge on the one person 
who was in the way of his happiness. At 
last. in desperation, Laura begged him 
to let ,\cme go. and kill her. \\"hen Robert 
heard this a change immediately took 
place in him. Laura was risking her liie 
for the man she loved. He would sho,,· 
his love for her by risking his. Untying 
them quickly he told them to leaYe. As 
soon as the back door closed the gang 
\\'alked in. Robert tried to hold them off 
till Laura and Acme got a way. He suc-
ceeded. hut \\·as killed in the attempt. 
And thus ends the story of a man ,,·ho 
lived in tragedy and di~d in tragedy. a 
man \\"ho ,,·as a victim of life. 
FRA~K KRA~IT RICH. 9E 
WINNERS OF THE BLUE AND 
WHITE POETRY CONTEST 
First Prize 
FLIGHT 
The airscrew whirls, the engine coughs. 
and whines. 
'!'hen bursts into ~ roaring sea of ~ouncl . 
Yearning the prison earth to lea Ye- all 
signs 
or bonds to lose. ~ 
For\\'arcl, inch bY inch it cra\\·ls at first-
Faster:- the sti'ck pushed forward-tail 
IS Up-
Faster. the ground shoots by-for flight 
I thirst-
l'm off the ground! 
T he craft gains height 111 leaps and 
bounds. and fl ies . 
f\ thing of grace. a bird set free to seek 
Ethereal freedom in the winch· skies. 
'l'o Jin again! · 
Soc:.ring 11p and up th rough heavenly blue 
Of timeless. boundless. ,Yeightless space. 
all mine. 
l'm free to fly. forgetting grief T knew 
\\"hen bound to earth. 
Flying high. so high above the earth 
Immune from all the cares T knew below. 
Cntouchecl by strife I've kno,Yn si•~c:e 
birth. 
'Tis then I live! 
BILL ORD, 13B 
Secon:I Prize 
THE LONELY PINE 
On a high and rocky mountain 
Stands a tal l and gnarled pine-
TT er branches of green. many sights 
have seen 
. \s she gro\\'s on the mountain alone. 
Her friends one by one have fallen 
Beneath the blo"' of the axe. 
But alone now she stands 
And guard~ her lands 
Like a sentinel at a gate. 
The w inds have slashed at her 
branches. 
The storms have torn at her sides. 
But she stands and laughs at their 
mighty staffs 
As she gro,,·s on the mountain alone. 
In the quiet cool of the evening 
The birds come to rest on he r boughs. 
.\ncl she lulls them to sleep 
In the quiet deep 
Of eyening. \\·hen a ll is at rest. 
A~XE SI1 ,JTCH, 11 :\. 
Third Prize 
ODE TO OUR TEACHERS 
Thei r 's is a job most t iresome. 
One that's fatiguing and hard. 
They haYe to battle the jokers, 
T hose guys who are quite a care!. 
They try to control their tempers. 
But alas. quite often they don't. 
\\' hen opposed by some dumb student. 
\\'ho seemingly can't or won 't 
Do all the home\\·ork assigned him: 
He gives some flabby excuse. 
Like forgetting to take his book 
ho1ne, 
Or living a\\·ay out in Puce. 
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Second Prize in the :\rt Contest Beatrice 
\\'ilkinson. 9H. Scratch \\'ork. 
Yet despite all these complications. 
They manage to carry on, 
Still taking off marks for talking-. 
Cum-che\\·ing or crossing the la "·11. 
Though underneath they are human. 
E\·cn they must have gone to school 
once; 
\\'here 110\\' they have their B.A.'s. 
Perhaps. long ago. they \\'ere a dunce. 
So a feeling of mute affection 
Exists 't\\·een teacher and student. 
Though they nenr \\·ould admit it-
Tt seemingly \\·ouldn't be prudent. 
:\nd thus their lives are \\·ended. 
These mortals \\·hose standards arc 
high; 
These beleaguered men and \\·omen. 
The teachers of \\'.C.T. 
I-lERB SCHOFTELD. 12H 
MIDNIGHT LAKE 
Tf one \\'Cre to vie\\' ::\I idnight Lake in 
the sunlight of broad daytime. one \\'Otdd 
be completely mystified as to the origin 
of its name: ior the sun penetrates its 
translucent depths in broad bands of gold 
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to play gaily on the ,,·hitc rock bottom. 
Sandy \\'hite shores reflect the light \\'itlt 
blinding brilliance, and the surrounding 
,·cgetation slre,\·n with beautiful flowers. 
he:1.rs no resemblance to the blackness 
of midnight. Tn fact. one can search for 
hours amid beautiful surroundings and 
find no suggestion of nocturnal qualities. 
lt is only in the midnight stillness that 
one begins to realize the peculiar aptness 
of the name. for midnight is an hour of 
darkness and mystery. 
\\'hen f first entered the vicinity of the 
lake. all \\·as darkness- nothing could be 
seen. Then out of the night shril led th·~ 
eerie. terrifying cry of the loon. and a 
\\·hite haze, follo\\'ed bY the rim of a 
great sih·er hall. appeare~I in the east. t\s 
the moon sailed slo\\'h· oYer t11e tail 
spear-like tops of da;kly silhouetted 
pines, a silver path reached out oi the 
blackness and extended across the pol-
ished ebony surface of the lake. L ittle 
\\'aves rippled in regular patterns o,·er 
the othc,-\\'ise dead-calm surface. causing 
it to glimmer in the light of the sih·er 
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path that seemed to beckon the ohserYcr 
to step out onto the jewelled trail. Tn the 
air was an atmosphere of tenseness. 
Sparkling pinpoints of light reflected 
from tiny stars, stared up from the deep 
water like thousands of sentinel eves 
watching for the one who dared intr;1de 
upon this scene of perfect solitude. Then. 
suclclenly, the moon dipped out of sight 
and darkness enveloped all. Xo vestige of 




He had nothing to he afraid oi: that 
was certain. Certainly. no one could dis-
cover his crime until long after he had 
left. Yet the feeling clung to him. as it 
had manv times before. that some,Yhere. 
someho\\: he had made a mistake-a mis-
take that might ca1L1se him to lose his 
life. True, he should have been hardened 
against such ideas, but he had never been 
meant to lead such a life as he was lead-
ing. Yet. he was glad to do such things. 
because it meant keeping- "her.., 
She had married him "·ith th e impres-
sion that he was moderately wealthy. but 
soon found otherwise, to her disconten t . 
Since he could not have home to have 
her leaYe him, he went out that first 
night to gain money any ,my in \\·hich 
he could; and the quickest. easiest "·ay 
to wealth is crime! 
At first the pitiful convulsions of his 
victims ' dying bodies trnd sickened him 
somewhat. but when he arrived home and 
saw the happiness in "her" eyes when she 
sa\,. the money in his hand, he decided 
anything was worth going through to 
gain her love and content. 
He soon found himself climbing a 
familiar flight of stairs, \Yalking dmrn a 
familiar hall and entering a small. homely 
apartment. He opened the door noisily 
and stood on the threshold waiting 101· a 
salutation from his "·ife but none came. 
He called-no answer! He listcned-t111-
mistakeabh· he heard a faint cry of des-
pair. It wa~'> she; he kne"" it. o;,h· "her" 
voice could sound so much like tl;e tink-
ling of silver bells, only "her" rub~- lips 
could have emitted a cry so full of pain 
and remorse. H c raced from room to 
room. vainly searching, until at last he 
hit upon the idea of searching her closet. 
He rushed to the "·ardrobe and pulled 
open the door. 
A "·ave of oppressive heat met his 
chest. volumes of choking smoke met his 
nostrils and a brilliant red light met his 
eyes. He coughed and gasped and gazed 
"·ith ,yaten· eves into the interior of the 
closet. Th~re ~in the floor, as though a 
trapdoor had been lifted from it. was a 
flight of stone stairs from \\"hich poured 
forth the smoke and glare. :\gain he 
heard "her" voice, but not crying no"·, 
laughing a horrible, maniacal laugh. and 
another voice laughed \Yith hers. That 
other voice seemed to harness all the evil 
of the universe in its inane roars. A de-
sire to have "her" back burned in him. 
He descended the stairs. 
There at the bottom of the stai1·s "she" 
stood with her real husband. with the 
boiling brimstone bubbling at their f cct. 
ROY ASTOX. 121\ 
CARRY ON! 
HeYon<l the ,Yide. vast, open sea, 
Hrive men fought and fell: 
They fought for you. they fought for 
me. 
They died in living H ell. 
And on the sea itself the'" 
And on the sea they fell.· 
ioucrht 
:,,, ' 
The flag of freedom waves aloit, 
Battle days are done. 
\Ye must .carry on where they left ofi 
Although the war we won. 
Take up the torch and raise it hig-h-
\\" e have not yet begun. 
BCD JACK SOX. l 3H 
A PRAYER 
Thank vou. 0 Lord. for this domain. 
\\.hich stretches from the East to \\"est. 
From mountains garnished with purple 
hues. 
To harbours calm . our steamers' rest, 
For golden \\·heat, and furro,Yed fields, 
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For lakes. clear blue. and earthly yields. 
Thank you. 0 Lord. for peace 0~1c'e more 
\\'hich reigns o'er us like heavenly hands, 
For fearless nights-no bombings here 
'I'o raise Hell's fire unto our lands-
For glorious freedom ( our heritage) 
'I'o speak and worship as we wish. 
l3ut give us strength and courage fast 
To live Thy way, to do Thy bid, 
To give unto our Canada 
A life full free of tyrants rid, 
To help all peoples as before, 
Gain "·hat \\'e have forever more. 
OLGA EYAX, 13A 
YOUTH IN SPRING 
\\'hen Spring is in the air, 
I like to \\'atch the stare 
Of youth whose one ambition 
Is to go a\\'ay off fishin'. 
Then when the sun is bright 
And fishin' is just right, 
He has a hurried hunch 
'l'o run off with his lunch. 
The reason is of course, 
A certain long discourse 
On Pope or Aristotle, 
Or hydrogen in bottle. 
For what are dusty books 
Or teacher's gloomy looks. 
Or even eves of "·omen. 
Compared· with goin' swimmin'? 
FRAXK KRA1[ERICH. 9E 
NURSING IMPRESSIONS 
\\'hen I first went in training at Grace 
Hospital, T didn 't knc,w quite what to 
expect. Of course. I had a vague id~a 
about things in general, but 1 had a lot 
to learn about a nurse's life. 
I don't kno\\· whether all '"probies ·· act 
like scared bunnies. but our class cer-
tainly did. To begin with, our uniforms 
hacln 't been \\'ashed enough to take up 
the extra length allowed for shrinkage. 
and "·e tripped over ourselves every time 
"·e went up or down stairs. The first t,,·o 
or three weeks in the hospital seemed 
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like a dream in an endless maze of halls 
and rooms, with here and there a stair-
c::i.se to add to the general confusion. 
Then gradually \\'e became able to find 
our ,yay around. 
After t\\'O weeks in the classroom. ''"e 
"·ere sent to work on the floors. It took 
some time to become accustomed to 
carrying bedpans and emesis dishes; at 
first we held our breaths each time, but 
\\·e did it so often we were fairly gasping 
at the end of the clay! 
Our day begins at six a.111. when some-
one at the hospital rings our phone to 
waken us. (One morning I counted fifty-
iour rings.) \\'e have breakfast at the 
hospital at six-thirty and prayers at six-
iiftY. Then \\·e are ready for work at 
seven. L'ntil ten or ten-thirty, the floors 
are in a state of confusion, as \\'e try to 
··c10 up" our patients in between doctors' 
visits. taking patients to the operating 
rooms. admitting and discharging and do-
ing a hundred other things. In the after-
noons when we aren't so busy (we 
hope), the nurses have two hours off. 
(Beside one half-day a week. we have 
iour hours off on Sunday). At seven p.m .. 
if everything is clone to the satisfaction 
of the supervisor on each floor, \\·e are 
free to do what we like. as long- as "·e 
are in the residence by ten. and have the 
lights out by ten-thirty (it says here!) 
One night every \\'eek we may sign for 
a late leave until eleven fifty-five. 
\\'hen \\'e \\'Ork nights. we begin at 
seven p.111. and finish at seven a.m. I still 
get mixed up when I work nights, be-
cause I go on duty one day, and come off 
the next. Since the night staff is not half 
as large as the clay staff, we help clean 
up the dining room after midnight sup-
per. and the case room. It doesn't do to 
have too much imagination in doing the 
latter. Emptying the linen hamper in 
the dark is gruesome "·hen you grab ho!cl 
of a bundle of "·arm. blood-soaked cloth. 
All the corridor lights are turned out at 
night. except for a few night lights at 
the floor. Every time J walk down the 
hall. I trip over h?.lf a dozen flower vases, 
(Con'tiauc.,l on Page 53) 
i------------------------------
A MIDNIGHT DREAM 
I sat upon a midnight bank 
Beside a rnidnight ... stream. 
:.\[y soul into the river sank 
:\nd drifted in a dream. 
Then came the Yisions to me 
So wonderful to spy. 
I \\'as a captain on the sea 
Beneath a tinted sky. 
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Statel" and tall 
'!'he p;Llm-tree ~tands, 
Offering rest and shade 
'I' o weary travellers. 
In heat-held !atHls. 
After the busy day. 
B. RA P TNCHUK, 9G 
:\ fish gro\\·n tired o( the deep 
Splashed the vision clear. 
l t \\'Oke me from mY dreamy sleep 
That no more would appear~ 
There arc people. now I know, 
\\'ho ncYer, ever dream. 
'J'hat kno\\' not the Janel below. 
l [o,,· heautif ul it seems. 
Then I was the king of France 
In all my grand array, 
So. if you're by a midnight stream 
Just let your conscience be. 
And you. too, would have a \\'On-
drons dream, 
Before me all my beauties danced. 
"The best < n eartl· .'' the" say. 
You just ,,·atch and see. 
L. A. )lARLO\\'E. 12B 
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"A VICTIM OF ADOLESCENCE" 
I wish that T could demonstrate 
'l'he way I always feel. 
\\'ithout making my i\Iom and Dad 
Think that I'm a heel, 
::,..fy 1lother says that T am sick 
B;cause I sit a;1cl mope. 
~Iy Father says I'm as good as dead, 
That the,·e isn't any hope. 
:\Iyself? I can't explain this stage 
That scientists call youth. 
Ancl surely, I'd be n{ore than pleased 
If I could kno\\' the truth 
Of all that ails and bothers me. 
And keeps me in the dumps. 
And makes me glare at everyone 
\\'ho says I have the grumj)s. 
And so to end my little poem 
And keep our home "s,,·eet" home. 
\Vould everyone be kind to me 
And please leave me alone? 
BILL FELLO\\'S. 1 lC 
ON THOUGHTS PROFOUND 
I speak on thoughts profound. 
Of "·orlds beyond. and little known. 
Of greater things than sky and ground: 
Of stupendous spectres that have 
grown 
From in finitestimal thoughts and phrases 
That come from deep and darkened 
hazes. 
And minds have tried for years in vain 
To search out knowle<lge. \\'hence it 
came. 
\\' hat is my soul? \\there doth it berth? 
Be it hell or heaven. or here on ea, th? 
T compare 111y soul to the night, 
Ancl to the darkness in its flight. 
The dawn is comparable to the death 
That reveals my soul, and steals nfr 
breath. · 
BOB GIRLING 
THE UGLY DUCKLING 
Penelope Porter was by no means a 
pretty girl. She ,,·ould never make any 
hearts throb faster "·hen she entered the 
room. In fact Penelope was very plain 
and some might call her ugly. Her auburn 
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hair \\'as pulled tightly behind her ears 
and held clown with a clip Penelope ,,·as 
never allo,Yecl to wear any make-up. 
"] t \\'ill ruin your girlish complexion." 
said her sister \\'ho did not use it spar-
ing:y. Penelope's sister Jane \\'as consid-
ered Yen- beautiful and since their mother 
had die<!. Jane had full charge of Pene-
lope. 
The doctor had told Penelope she clid 
not need to \\'Car the heavy gold-rimmed 
glasses. but her sister had al\\'ays insisted 
she should. So day after clay Penelope 
\\'Ct1t to school wearing her flat oxfords 
and unstylish clothes. 
Penelope \\'as al\\'ays very lonesome. 
She didn't have any close friend to talk 
with bet\\'een periocls about the elate last 
Saturday (as if she ever had any) or 
about \\'h;lt to wear to the prom. Oh. the 
prom! How Penelope had wanted to 
go. hut \\'ho \\'Oulcl ask her. Betty Thomas 
and Anne Johnson ,,·ere going. hut they 
,,·er e so different. They always \\'ent to 
d;inc~s and things. Penelope heard two 
girls snicker and giggle as she passed 
them. Her bro\\'n eyes filled \\'ith tears 
behind those horrible. horrible glasses. 
Penelope was always glad \\'hen four 
o'clock came and she could go home to 
}fatty, the house-keeper. :\[a ttv ,,·as 
Penelope's only and best friend. · 
\ \ ' hen Pe1Jelope entered the kitchen 
l\Ia tty \\'as very excited. 
''Here··. she said in gasps, ''it's for you, 
BRYN DAVIES 
W alkerville Collegiate this year 
suffered a great loss in the death 
of Bryn Davies. His name has 
been permanently inscribed in the 
records of our school, for he was 
outstanding in every phase of 
school life- in sports, in cadets, in 
The Agcra. in social activities and 
in the classroom. By those of us 
who ware privileged to know him 
he v7ill never be forgotten. 
-
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hotH'. Y. and it isn't a girl." 
Pe;1elope took the phone almost too 
scared to ans\\'er. 
"Hello," she said timidly. 
"Hi". came a cheery Yoice fro111 the 
other encl, "is this Penny?" 
Penelope had never been called Penny 
before. but she liked the name im-
menseh·. 
"Yes: it is." she ans\\'ered. 
"\\'ell," he returned, ·'this is DaYe B en-
son; \\'Ould you like to go to the pro111 
\\'ith me?'' 
Penelope \\'as too nerYous to ans\\'er. 
hut she finally managed a \\'eak "yes''. 
Prnclope did not tell her sister of the 
invitation. because she kne\\' she \\'Ould 
not let her go. 
~lattY and Penm· put their 111oney 
together and bougl;t all the necessary 
things for the dance. 
lt ,Yas t he night of the dance and to 
c,·er\'one's astonishment Pennv looked 
hcau.tiful. Of course Jane did not see her. 
ior she had a date. 
. \s Penny \\·as waiting for DaYC. the 
phone rang. 
"This is Bettv Thomas," came a famil-
iar Yoice: "I thought it was my duty to 
lell You that Dave onlv asked vou be-
caus~ it \\'as a "frat" i1ltiatio11." • 
"Thank you," said Penny quietly, "I am 
very g lad you called." 
Before the tears that were rushing to 
her eyes could come Penny heard the 
doorbell. She opened tbe door to Dave. 
"Ts Penny ready yet?" he questioned 
looking over the pretty girl at the door. 
'·Yes, I a1n." 
Dave's mouth fe ll. " .\re you Penny? T 
don't bel ieve it- vou look so different. 
C h I. ' " ome on, oney. et s go. 
'Tm sorry, I can't go " ·ith you Dave. 
T found out why you asked me.'., 
"Oh." said Dave turning a brilliant reel. 
"well, so long." 
Penn,· watched him as he went clo\\'n 
to the· car. Then she let go and just 
sobbed and sobbed. 
··you 'cl better ,J ry those pretty eyes if 
we're going to he on time for the dance, 
Penny.'' 
Third Prize in the Art Contest 
Jack Lossing. 
Penny looked up to see her handsome 
cousin Jack standing in front of her. 
Jack helped Penny with her coat. Then . 
taking her arm. he guided her out to the 
car. 
\\.hen Penny \\'alked in with Jack. en-
Yious heads turned to look at the couple. 
Penny had a \\'Onderf ul time that night 
and she "·as no longer the ugly duckl ing. 
~l ARILYX PEXECH. lOA 
SUPPLEMENT ARY ESSAY ON 
SCHOOL SPIRIT 
Our school ,tis of thee. 
Shackles of slavery. 
Of thee \\'e s igh. 
Sad . oh. the moron ·s plight. 
In the grips of thy might-
Thy halls and grounds a sight.-
Oh. might we die! 
Thou noble f acui ty. 
Obeisance unto thee. 
"~[ere,·!" we cry. 
Long m~r thy \\'O;lcl be bright 
\\' i:h intellectual light, 
.\nd pupils who do right-
;\ftcr we die. 
E. C. GREEX 
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THIS IS UNIVERSITY 
'J'he taxi lurched to a stop. \\'e paid 
the driver. picked up our bags, turned, 
and \\'alked through the archway into the 
college. Tom Beckett-the star of some 
of \\'alkenille's best plays-and I \\'alked 
into a year of confusion, happiness. and 
\\'ork (this last took up the least of our 
time). 
'l'o tell of everything that happens in a 
year would require reams of paper. Per-
haps one or t\\'O events. however. would 
sen'e lo show you a few of the memories 
that accumulate so quickly in the few 
years at college. 
Initiation \\'as the first event that came 
hurtling down on us. This year. because 
of the la1·ge number of ser\'icemen in 
first year. initiations were light. \\'e 
\\'Okc up one night just in time to see our 
door broken open. \\'e were pounced up-
on and dragged, in spite of our struggles 
(\\' hich seemed onl:' to add to the hilar-
ity). do\\'n to the basement and clumped 
into tubs of cold water. Our beds. mean-
\\'hile. had been tossed, piece by piece. out 
of the window. 
Then, of course. there \\'as the time 
Tom and I took a friend's bed apart, hid 
the pieces, and then staged a Treasure 
ITunt. 
Co:legc. ho\\·ever, is not all fun. There 
is some ·work. Indeed, there is a lot of 
,,·ork-much more than you ever get in 
\\'alken·ille . even with teachers like ~I iss 
Hobbins and Mr. Lowden. One of the 
easiest things to do in college is to ~et 
behind in your assignments and then be 
sno\\'c;d under at examination time trying 
to get them done. The sophs - those 
creatures who get up at eleven evei;y 
day and go around with a superior smirk 
and a , •acant stare- insist that i f vou 
keep up your work there is nothing to 
fear when the hectic days of )If ay roll 
around. Be that as it may, you will find 
coll ege a p lace of work and play. 
'J'o those of you who are going to col-
lege. and especially to those da ring souls 
\\'ho are going to venture into the sacred 
halls of ' l'oronto, I \\'ish good work and 
good play. 
\\' )II. J. YOU~C (\\'.C. 1. 19-1-5) 
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ON BEING CALLED DOWN TO 
THE OFFICE 
The telephone rings and we shake like a 
leaf, 
And crossing our fingers, we make not a 
sound; 
"Yes, he is here,'' (the girls sigh in re-
li ef,) 
"Hight no\\'? OJ,. Pete, I'll send him 
straight do\\'n." 
Then 1\rchie turns to the trembling clas:i 
And clearing his throat he begins, 
"There is a boy here with a past 
\\'ho no"· shall pay for his sins. 
John, \\'e\·e a ll liked you pretty well. 
So sorry that you must go." 
Shaking his hand he bids sad farewell: 
"So long. you 've had it you know." 
John drags himse l f out into the hall. 
I I is heart is thumping like mad. 
The thought of facing i\lr. Ball 
:\1 akes him very sad. 
" l)icl he see me smoking on the "·ay to 
school? 
\\'as he told that in French I copied my 
test? 
Does he kno\\' that on Mondav I plaved 
pool? ; - · 
.\nd to fake a note T d id my best?'' 
The office no\\' looms in gray, 
"Oh. ,\'hy did I not pay attention 
\\'hen ::\Iiss :'llcLaren told me the daY 
J \\'as to have served my detention?~' 
Back in the classroom the clock ticb 
slowly, 
\\'hile at each other with dread we look. 
The door bursts open; John grins happily. 
Pete gave him his lost H istory book. 
C.\~lILl,E \\'IIEL.l'TO~. 13:\ 
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B.\ CK RO\\.: G. Croft. J. Casement .. \. \ ,. aters. :d. Holes, :"\. Crabb. D. Gibson. :"\. >.I arshall. C. ~ ecly, l•: . Crispin . .\I. Zucfk. .\. La \·i,-.. 
H. Fisher. G. Cullen. C. Dewar. K. Davies. 
.\[JDDLE RO\\": S. J ohn~on. D. Bulmer, J3. Scorgie. J. Little, .\1. \\"ertc. C. Humphries. >.f. Bates. J. Bourassa. A . .\fartin, L. LcFavc. 
S. ~oakes. B. Graham, D. Copland. 
F'RO:'\T RO\\": E. Kennedy, D. IJarwoocl, .\1 . .\loray . .\l. Chortos, 0. Evan . .\l iss .\fcLaren. S. Fecloruk, C. \\'hclpton . .\J. Ransom. B. 






















GRADE l3B ' 
B.\CK RO\\": JI. I.ongmuir. 11. \\"helpton. P. ·Roh:.on. T. Bartlet, F. :\larchand, I>. Turner. I•:. Lee. \". 11orrison, n. Spring. ll. Ord, \\. 
Bell. J. Kurylo. J. Reece. G. I•:lliott, K. llarper, L. Ross. J. \lorri!>Oll. 
\ll'DDLE RO\\': P. Snyder. I>. \fcBraynt•. D. :\Iyer,. P. Lugg, D. Dunn. I·:. \wn·). I>. Fortil·r. I>. \\'oo<k .\. Thi,tkthwaitc, \l. Clch, 
n. Handhridgc. B. 1Iarklc. D. Craham. R. Spence. 
J<'RO\"'f RO\\': C. \\'ilson. S. Smith. F. Thomson, 11. Bennett. D. Pilipchuk. \Iis, Robbins. 11. Scott, B. Lees, .\. \\'ibon , t•:. Last, P. 










BLUE AND WHITE 
COMMERCIAL II 
BACK RO\V: K. Brush. G. \\"yatt, B. Brock, D. Drennan. G. Smith, \l. Love. \I. Hillman. 
B. \\'ilson. J. Karalis. 
:\IIDDLE RO\\': S. Scratch, :\f. Fowler, V. Rossoni. B. \\'oodall. X. \\'oodall. A. Hall, 
E. Kraviak, \ ' . Dobransky. L. \\'ilson, J. Lossing. 
FROXT RO\\': X. Poole, M. :\Iihorcn, :\I. :N'iskasari, }.[r. Krause, \f. }fcCormick, X. Blai:r, 
?If. Loggan. 
ATTENTION ALL STUDENTS! 
Have you ever felt the urge to sing, 
to almost raise the roof of your class-
room, especially when you have tackled 
and overcome a geometrical deduction? 
Or have you the desire for a few mo-
ments of leisure after school? If so, come 
and fill your place at Christian Fellow-
ship. 
For the benefit of you ,Yho have the 
idea that we are just a bunch of long-
faced old fogies, and preach long, dry 
sermons, excluding all fun, I must say 
that you have the wrong opinion of us. 
We have ''singspirations" "·hich are dif-
ficult to surpass. There are regular 
·'squashes", banquets, social get-to-
gethers, conferences. and camps. 
Page Forty-Eight 
From time to time, we have ~pecial 
speakers. For instance, recently, \\"e had 
speakers and professional singers from 
Tennessee and Georgia. \i\' hen we do not 
have speakers. we have discussions on 
portions of Scripture. 
It is a world-wide organization. Affili-
ated with the Christian Fellowship is the 
Scripture Union. a wodd-wide fellowship 
for daily Bible reading, having approxi-
matelv one million members, who read 
the S~riptures daily in more than ninety 
different languages. 
Just as basketball or hockey needs 
your support. so, we need yot1r support. 
How about it! Come to our next meet-
ing and enjoy the fun and fellowship. 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
\\'hen the leaves of the trees begin to 
iall to the ground-Autumn is here. \\'ith 
.\utumn comes the opening of the 1tew 
school year. The first couple of weeks 
at school are a hustle and hustle with 
e\'eryone buying new books. selling old 
hooks, settling down to the grind of 
homework, electing students for school 
organizations. making new friends and 
meeting old chums. 
During the first few weeks o f school 
this year the halls hummed with the Joy-
ous tales of summer. They told of Shir-
ley Branch\ trip to the lumber milb in 
:\"orthern Ontario and Quebec. They 
echoed Olga Evan's enthusiastic tale of 
her trip to i\'ew York and Alice Martin's 
travel to \\'innipeg. Summer is the time 
ior hitch-hiking and Harry :\farchancl, 
I !arry Longmuir and Glenn Cilliland took 
advantage of this. Harry i\l. ''thumbed" 
his wav to Florida and back while l-Jarrv 
L. anci' Glenn "·ent to Xew York. ~Ian~· 
oi the girls joined the •'farmerette'' corps. 
as did Pat Hamby, Beverly Brough and 
Dorothea TTar\\'oocl. Ann \\' ilson was 
~\\·1mm111g instructor at tlw Lampman 
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Camp at ).J orpeth, Ontario. ).fargarct 
\\'erte enjoyed being a counsellor at 
Camp \\"athana. :\lichigan. Others enjoy-
ed swimming all summer at their cottage:-
-Camille \\'helpton at Belle River, Lois 
Le Fave at Rondeau- while some, uch as 
J Jelen Scott. Shirley Xoakes. and Bevcrh· 
:\larkle stayed in - \\'incisor for a laz)· 
time. 
\\.hen even·one had finalh· settled 
do\\'n to school work, the Girl;' Athletic 
Association sponsored a tea-dance. Tt 
was a "get acquainted" tea-dance to wel-
come newcomers to \\'.C.I. The music 
\\'as supplied by the school orchestra un-
der the leadership of Mr. Bro\\'n. The 
·'spot dance" was \\'On by Jack Reid and 
Shirley Branch. }I iss Cherry Blossom 
( ).Iii died Smorong) was discovered hy 
Hill :\f eeke. while \\,' innifred Auld spied 
;\[ r. X. (John Kurylo). 
The clay before the Essex Scottish 
came home. the Agora sponsored a tea-
dance to aid the J. L. l\Ic?\aughton schol-
arship fund. The popular music came 
irom the records of a juke box. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
Football games occupied our Friday 
evenings for a while, but on ~ovember 
16. the annual Gambler's Gambol was 
held. This dance has always been de-
lightful but this year it excelled itself. 
Blue and white was the dominant colour 
scheme. The windows and ceiling were 
covered with blue and white twisted 
streamers. Big cards-ace of spades. 
king of clubs. queen of hearts, jack of 
diamonds-were hung about the gym . On 
one side big cards spelled out the \\·ords 
·'Gambler's Gambol" while "Come with 
me, my honey" hung over the staircase 
to the balcony. 'fwo huge dice hung in 
the baskets at each encl of the gym. Don-
ald Kilgour who escorted Frances 
Thomson was admitted to the dance for 
one cent. 
After the hectic Christmas examina-
tions the commencement exercises came. 
A short skit preceded the exercises. 'Win-
nifred Samson. class historian, gave an 
interesting account of the graduates. 
Frank Hull was the able valedictorian. 
\,\'. C. I. Scholarship winners were George 
Turnbull, Lillian Laakso, Eugene Lepa, 
William Young and Charmaine Humph-
ries. Following this the school gave a 
dance for the graduates. The decorations 
ior this "home-coming" <lance were in 
accordance with the holiday season. Pic-
tures of Santa Claus and \Yinter scenes 
decked the walls whi le a gaily lighted 
Christmas tree stood in one corner. 
Also in December, the boys' and girls' 
choirs united to give tl. very successful 
party in the school library. Sid Tarleton 
act eel well as San ta Claus. 
\\'hen the holidays were over, every-
one settled do,Yn to school work but not 
without a few parties. Around the end 
of January the pupils of 9F had a sleigh-
ride party at Haines' and llB had a skat-
ing party at Stodgell Park with Jack 
Colwill acting as host for refreshments 
afterwards. On February 23, 12B had a 
party at the home of Marion 11alpass. 
Micl-,Yinter brought exciting basket-
ball g-ames to fill our time on Friday 
nights. On a "bye'' night, February 8. a 
dance was given in honour of. the soccer 
team which won the vV.0.S.S.A. soccer 
championship. Multi-coloured streamers 
covered the windows with drawings of 
soccer balls with ,:vhtte lettering spelling 
out the appropriatefy named ''\Vossa 
\\'iggle. ·· During the <lance the soccer 
team presented Mr. Young, their coach. 
with a gift. Mr. Young retaliated by 
treating some of the players to a "coke'' 
after the dance. Before the dance, the 
senior girls volleyball championship team 
challenged the senior boys - the girls 
won. 
The school's activities will reach their 
exciting climax with the Milita-ry Ba.11 
when all the lads with their pretty lassies 
"·ill enjoy the best dance in the ,\-o.rld ! ! ! 
MARGARET MORAY 
So lovely a lass 
\\'ith such charm and class. 
?\o fellow can pass her by. 
The boys all clamour 
For \\'alkerville glamour. 
And this is the reason why. 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
BLUE AND WHITE POLL OF STUDENT OPINION 
Conducted by Bill Ord 
During the winter term, one hundred students. t\\·enty from each grade, were 
asked the iollo\\'ing questions: 
Gr. 9 Gr. 10 Gr. 11 Gr. 12 Gr. 13 :\verage 
( I ) Do you think too many of our t eache rs wear moustaches? 
Yes 151£ 501c 13% 
No 100% 851£ HXYI< 100% 50'!< 87% 
(2) Bovs only: Are you in 
Ye~ 100% 
No 





















( -1-) Do yo u think the Agora is performing all its duties satisfactorily? 
Yes 85% 95% 50% 95% 30% 71 o/c 
~o 15% So/o 501r 51' 70% 29% 
( S) Do we have enough assemblies? 
Yes 30% 5% 
Xo 70% 95% 
51, 
95% 
(6) Do you think there will be another war? 
Yes 70% 65<ft: 701c 





















only: 1\re the boys 
100'/o 95% 
5<7< 




























(9) Do vou think too many "\\"s" have b een a\\'arded 111 rece nt years? 
Yes 15% 15'1< 15'/c 85% SO<k 
Ko 85% 850 85<"/r 151,- 50<Jc 
( 10) r\re there too many cxtra-cu rricu la r ac'ivitics 111 our school? • 
Yes 5% 5% 15'1< 
Ko 95% 100<"/r 951, lOO<Jr 85'1< 
( 1 l ) ,\re \'OU i 11 tell igcn t ? 
Yes 15% 251,- 351< 10c1< 501< 
Ko 15% 35r1< 65(1< 90% 20% 
Cnclcciclcd 70(1< -t01c 301, 
( 12) :\re you satisfied with our school motto . .. Nii Sine Labore"? 
Yes 1001' 95<Jr 80<Jr 907, <)()<1,, 

























BLUE AND WHITE 
\ \"hen Doug. Tomlin son was asked about teachers' moustaches he rep! ied ( and "e 
hope :.I r. Forman, :.Ir. Bunt, :\Ir. Ball. and :.I r. Hurr aren't listening): ''If moustaches 
hide their faces, "e certainlv do not have too man,· moustaches in our school" ... Our 
heartiest congratulations to· you, :\I r. Vice- Pri11cip~I. Shirley Smith asked, "Why not 
have all men teachers-like .'.\l r. Lowden?" . \nd :\I arg. Chortes liked :.I r. Fletcher. 
\\"hat have they got that \\"e haven't, men? ... \\"hy is a large percentage of Grade 13 
critical of the Agora? ... Xcil :.lorrison. "·hen queried about assemblies, replied in 
a dumh tone, ''\Yhat"s an assemblv ?"" Oh. well, we can't all he smart ... It is too 
bad that so many students think tl1ere will he anothc·r war. This is a negative altitude 
\\hich \\"ill undermine our striving for peac.! ... \\"hen confronted with Question 8 (b) 
\"orm :.I arshall, to our very great surprise, ans\\·ereci. ·-rm only interested in one!" 
To Question 8 (a) :\I. Bates returned. in all seriousness. and noclcling in the 
direction oi our beloved O.C. and :\gora PHsidcnt. "\"o - except one!" .... 
~T arty Ransom wants more cxtra-curricul ar activities for girls. and fewer for the 
boys ... Grade 12's seem very modest ahout their intellectual capacities! John Kurylo 
told us to consult :\Iiss :\IcLaren and :if r. Lowden about his intelligence; their ideas 
on the subject arc, we are sorry to say. u nprintahlc ... And someone in Grade 11 
thought our motto should he ":\"ii sed la bor"- more appropriate. 
THE COSMOPOLITAN NEWSPAPER 
Le Fra11,ais 
L'ANE ET LE CHIEN 
J,'ane, accompagne du chien, allait de 
pays en pays avec son maitre. Leur 
maitre s'endormit et l'ane se mit it paitre. 
11 aimait beaucoup l'herbc du pre. Le 
chicn mourant de faim <lit a l'ane, - Cher 
compag11on, laissc- toi, jc te prie, et jc 
prendrai mon diner dans le panier au pain 
qui est sur ton dos. ~lais l'ane fit la sourde 
oreille et continua <le manger. Enfin ii 
rcpondit, - .\mi, jc te conseille d'atten-
clre que ton maitre se reveille pour qu'il 
te donnc ton diner. . \ cc moment un loup 
sortit ciu bois. [l etait aff ame auss1. 
L'illle appe.a le chicn aussitot .'t son se-
cours. J .c chi en nc houg-ea pas et dit. -
:\mi. je tc conseillc de. fuir en attendant 
quc.· ton mai · re s'e\', illc. Cours vite. Si 
le loup t'attcint. casse-lui la 1michoire 
avcc ton pied et tue-lc. Pe11da11t qu'il 
parlait, le Joup etrangla l'ane. La morale 
est qu'il faut qu'on s'entr'aicle. 
C..\}fTLLE \YHELPTOX. 13 . .\ 
"ON FAIT CE QU'ON PEUT'' 
-Student Honers 
1- Cne honnc mainii•re d'en\"(>yer de !'ar-
gent par la pos te est clans une en-
veloppe. 
2-J'ai envie de person11c parce que JC 
!'>Uis tres. tres COlltent de ma vie. 
3-. \ vant de sortir nous mettons not re 
parapluie. 
-1--Jc rccommercerai ,\ ,·ivre aussitc)t que 
j'aurai fini cet examcn. 
:i- On achctc des habitudes clans un ma-
gasin et des veu,·es clans une boutique. 
(> - Jc pref ere le printemps parce quc c'est 
Ja saison cl'amour. 
7 - Cn horaire de chem in de fer est une 
,·ache parce que cettc hrte marchait 
sur ie chcmin de fer et etait tuce. 
(Continued from Page 40) 
set on the floor to he watered. Shoes de-
\'Clop a loud squeak at night and elevator 
doors have a had habit of screeching on 
their hinges just when e,·erything is 
quiet. 
The 0111\' time r ever wish I were still 
attending ·school is at six a.m. when the 
phone ,rakes me up. and r think hack t<> 
the good old clays o f sleeping in until 
eight e,·ery morning. l lowc,·er. "hen T 
really \\"akc up. T never regret my choice 
of a profession. and I realize nursing 1s 
the fiuest career any girl can have. 
BE\'ERl,EY \\"OODS. 
Student Xurse. Grace J-lo-.pital. 
( Former \\'.C. T. Student) 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
THE BLUEAND WHITE 
Wordsand Music by Lf LLIAN F BULL VERSE 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
orm 
GRADE THIRTEEN 
Beverly Handhridge is Arthur's S\\"cetie, 
1'0 he with him is all-reetie. 
Dorothy and :\Iargaret, compositions love 
to write, 
\Ye wish them success \\'ith all our mig-ht. 
Helen Scott has auburn tresses, 
But a golden heart is \\·hat she possesses. 
Frances Thomson. our little blonde lassfr. 
Is the lucky o\\'ner of a classy chassis. 
Jim R. Bob H, George L, and good old 
Lyle, 
Play sporting hockey and ,rin by a mile. 
Frankie Long, so timid and shy, 
Despite the fact, he's a super guy. 
As for \\'innie and Evy-\\·hat shall r sa:,·. 
Hmm. they seem to have interests in 13A. 
Jimmy Zeron. the mad musician. 
\\'ould play us a tune if we'd only listen. 
And everyone else not mentioned here. 
As :.1iss Robbins says. '·Js a sweet wee 
dear". 
Thus ends the tale of 13B. 
To me the finest class I'll ',,er see!! 
BARBA~'\ LEES 
€WS 
Philosphy of Life 
C. \\'helpton: \\'hen a student gets too 
o ld to set a bad example. he becomes a 
teacher and starts giving advice. 
Frank 1'Iarchand :,.\\'hile even· man has 
his wife, only the ice man has ~his pick. 
X. :.Iorrison: A wedding ring is like a 
tourniquet-it stops your circulation. 
Soldier: Shirley who was that man T 
saw you kissing last night? 
Shirley: \\'hat time was it? 
What A Class! 
13B is a wonderful class, 
~o one ever seems to pass. 
\\'e ha\'e an actress, Barbara Lees, 
\\'ho jumps at every man she sees. 
Also have a guy named Lyle 
\\' ho plays football in great style. 
Our young Romeo, \\'right Bell. 
Has all the girls thinking he's swell. 
Helen Scott, our skating star. 
Has a smile which sparkles near and far. 
Ian \\' ilkie, our sleeping pal. 
\\'on't even open his eyes to look at a gal. 
John Kun·Jo's the little tanker. 
Jf he ever-catches Ev. he's going to spank 
her. 
Our baskethall star, Frank 1Iarchand b) 
natne, 
\\'ill surely end up in a hall of fame. 
This is the end of this pitiful rhyme. 
J really should be shot for such a crime. 
, IA?\ \\'ILK £E. 13B 
Crispin : "'here have you been? 
1'Iarshall : In a phone booth talking tu 
;\Iarilvn hut omeone \\'anted to use the 
phone. so we had to get out. 
Names 
T wonder who 1Iarilyn baits? 
Does Iris burn? 
'\''hy is Jean little and Jessie bigger? 
Does Xie k grab? 
Coc1lcl :\Iary become a parson? 
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Things You'll Never See 
Jim Zeron reading a comic book. 
Lois LeFave ignoring Gordon Croft. 
Sylvia Fecloruk taking orders from a 
man. 
Margaret \Verte opening another win-
dow in French. 
Camille \i\"helpton coming early to 
school. 
Xeil Morrison at peace with Bob 
Spence. 
Doris Betty l\fcBrayne looking glum. 
Famous Sayings of Famous Teachers 
l\Ir. Green-Y'See ! 
1\Ir. ·waddell-Listen, people. 
l\fr. Young- I'll wrap this right around 
your head. 
i\I iss :\IcLaren-I have a circular from 
the Department which says-- . 
Mr. Krause- That reminds me of a 
little story. 
~Ir. Xighs\\"ander- Please quiet do\\·n 
to a respectable boiler factory. 
~ick Crabb (reading an essay to ::\Ir. 
Fletcher) : \\That is more beautiful to be-
hold than a pretty girl. 
~[ r. Fletcher: Such grammar you 
mean to be held. 
M ...  Sw)l'ISO/\ hOUJ c.ou 10 you? 
!\\ \! 
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H. Longmuir: Are you the man ·who 
cut my hair last time? 
Barber: I don't think so, sir-I've only 
been here four months. 
A VIEW INTO THE FUTURE 
June S, 1956 
There is indeed a large crowd at Broth-
er Ord's "::\I arry you in a minute" bureau. 
Some of the notables to be seen are: Dr. 
Harold Fisher, D.D.T. (dentist): Dr. Ed. 
Crispin, 1I.D.; Lawyer Zeron (known 
commonly as Shyster Jim): 1Ionsiet1r 
\\' illiam Aclsett, proprietor of Adsett's 
\\'ig Restorer Salon; D. J. Har\\·ood. 
p1-esiclent of Your Hearts and ::\Ien Re-
treaded Society; \Yright Bell from the 
~Iorticians Union : John \i\'igle from the 
Puce Dairies T ncorporated. (I'll give you 
a hint . these people are only here in 
search of business). The notables stand 
and doff their hats-those without hats. 
,Yave their bandanas, for in ,Yalks Mari-
lyn Bates in a gown designed by Evans 
;nd Le Fa ve. It is a gorgeous white 
sarong with cap sleeves. ~. Marshall. 
Can. Open Snooker Champ. is led into the 
room. In walks the hero of the day, 1\1ur-
ray Boles. Just as :\Iurray slips the ring. 
which is made exclusively by Ross and 
Son, on ::\Iarilyn's finger, Xorman-\\"hO 
is giving ::\Iarilyn away- col lapses. 
The scene now changes. The air is clank 
from the bubbles of champagne. V,./ e are 
at Kurylo\ Reel Dog Saloon where the 
\\"eclding party is in fu ll swing. Al Lavis 
is featured with his Uranium Five (radio-
active) \\"ith Bernie "Hot Licks'' Spring 
on the drums. Sharing equal billing are 
~Iarg. ).foray and her fanless Fan Dan-
cers. There is a big smile on Johnny's 
face. He likes \\"eddings and the police 
as yet haven't discovered the still under-
neath the bar. As the scene closes. we 
see Xorman crawling from under a table 
singing. "The Blues in the Xight" or 
"\\'here, or where, is nw "::\larih·n ?" 
J • 
SYL\.IA FEDORUK 
BLUE AND WHITE 
GRADE TWELVE 
THE STUDENTS OF 12A 
Roy Aston-Oh no, not THAT! our 
bogey-boy. 
Pat Barnby-Our favourite sight is 
Patsy faithfully pedalling to school at 
8.59. doing her homevvork as she dodges 
traffic. 
Blair Baxter-··Good-bye Bl-a-ir !" 
Eric Bjorkquist-The only person in 
12A with naturally blond hair. 
Konn Briant-Our gift from J ohnnv 
~l urra v · s :\I u rderers. · · 
Frai{k Cassidy-Otherwise kno\\·n as 
"Hop-a-long." 
Stuart Eckmier - "Little brother'' 
\\'right Bell pays him 25c every Saturday 
night. 
Eleanor Ellingwood - Her favourite 
saying "Hi potenusi" (Ask 1Ir. J. 
Lowden). 
Nancy Gibson-Having trouble? See 
Nancy. Geometry done by the hour. 
Donna Haley-Poor kid! She had to 
proof-read this stuff. 
Llwellya Hillis-Ho"· did she get into 
the "A" class? Guess! 
Janet Hugill-Our poet-laureate. 
Bill Hull, Stuart Johnson - Our t,,·o 
assistant sub-pencil sharpeners. \Yhat 
would V.' alkerville do ,vithout them? 
Edith :Kayln-Our authority on great 
men and women in historv. 
Charles Krayacich - "\Villistead" be-
cause we have all borrowed his books. 
Neil J\IacPhee-:\I.A. (not Master of 
Arts). 
Nelson i\IcKelvie-"Atom smasher." 
Don McKaughton - Our only true 
Scotsrnan (Bagpipes)? Apologies to 
MacPhee and McKelvie. 
Rodney :\Iontrose - Also known as 
Black Road and \Vojischlitutz. 
Doreen i\Iurray-12A's gun moll (she 
must be related to J. Murray of the ~Iur-
clcrers). 
Burt Patkau - E in stein's right-hand 
man. 
Leslie Pond-Her favourite colour is 
green-we wonder why? 
T,helma Rowe - Big Sister. but she 
can't find a sporser. 
\"icky Rudich-Our speed "·hiz - 70 
w.p.m. (words per minute). 
Toti Sapoleff-\iVe long to see him 
tenderly remove a violin from a violin 
case. 
Anne Sauchuk-12A's answer to the 
Harlem Globe Trotters. A one-girl bas-
ketball team. 
Lydia Schaljo-The all-day sucker kid. 
Ruth Scott~"} ane'' from 1the comic 
!Strip. 
Joe Stankov-12A's only perfect char-
acter (this line by special request). 
Ho\\'arcl Thompson-Mr. Hugill's pet 
peeve: haircut-bowl. 7 3-8. 
Bill \i\'ooclruff-Our sad-sack. he ad 
libs for Bob Hope (12A). 
FAVOURITE SA YIN GS OF 12A'S 
DEAR TEACHERS 
1I iss i\Iaclntyre (before 9 o'clock) -
"\\'ill you people please be quiet!" 
i\Iiss Lawton-"Give him the mark, 
but it's charity." 
:\Ir. Lowden-"Xo"· go over that proof 
again.'' 
}.f rs. Closser-''Everybody look at the 
Latin." 
}l iss Robbins-'·Leave those windo\\·s 
the ,,·ay you found them." 
:\Ir. Klinck-"\,\'hat \YaS the ending on 
that adjective?'' 
::\Ir. Hugill-"i\"ow, is that clear?'' 
)lr. Krause-"Type as fast as you can 
accurately. but never faster." 
One of these days i\Ir. Fletcher is <YO-
. . h 
mg to assign the home\\'ork to the wrong 
class! 
Now . ~of>t~T , WHAT 11'.IU:' you 
OOING - LEAIUUM~ $O"t1'HINC.. r 
Ll-,TtNll'tG 
TO YOU . 
/ ~ 
Page Fifty-Xinc 
BLUE AND WHITE 
12C CLASS POEM 
'l'he teachers· faces light up with glee, 
At the sight of their favourite class 12C. 
Ah, there is a class of students gay. 
Attention to the teachers they never pay. 
They laugh and giggle the whole day 
through. 
And to help you understand, herc·s a list 
of a few. 
The card of the class is our friend Earl 
Keves. 
Students ;nd teachers alike does he tease. 
Mary Adams, our Agora Rep .. 
Is doing a s well job. keeping us hep. 
George 1 rimescu, his hair cut like a brush. 
To get out of school is al ways in a rush. 
Donna (tyata tyata) Cochrane 
Our blue eyed beauty, always talkin'. 
Phil 11 urphy is in continual debate 
\\'ith Lorraine Hamilton, over rlwme. 
r eason and date. · 
Kathleen i\lills is really a peach. 
A natural blonde, absolutely no bleach. 
Pete 11arcovich 
On his curh· hair must use Fitch. 
Madeline 1Iurphy, a young Irish miss 
1 t's been a long time since she and Bill 
kissed. 
Our home room teacher is l\Ir. Htwill. 
To g et our attention he should i:-,11se a 
bugle. 
Yivienne Atkins still has a mania 
F or vou know \\'ho in Penrn;vlvania 
Pete; Abramoff. with his you.thful b~ard. 
Early in the morning does he look weird. 
Peggy Stevenson makes the French 
really flow 
\Vhile the rest of us think "Boy. am T 
slow.'; 
The kid of the class is Homenick \\'alt 
\\'hen he played with his yo-yo. :\1 r. 
Hugill said "half'. 
:\I argaret "Jeff" Houston and Aileen 
":Mutt'' McLarty 
Seem to think two really make a party. 
Ah. the man of the class is casanO\·a Don 
Porter 
Because in the moonlight. WO\\· , does he 
court her! 
Peggy Kichols is a bundle of tickles 
Xever saw such a girl for such si lly 
giggles. 
Page Sixty 
Oh, how we all in the Histon· class wish 
That little Bill Smith would· stop sayin6 
fish. 
\\'e must not forget sophis ticated Joan 
Sparrow 
\\'ho keeps her nose pointed up like an 
arrow. 
Tn Hett\' \\·amsJcy's head, i\Iath neYcr 
sticks. • 
But for Robert \Yalker. she realh· clicks. 
:-\ real beauty is Hariet Rumble · 
:\n<l on her music scales she neYer makes 
a stumble. 
Early every morn pity Ray i\IacT ,achlan 
Tf his Physics he's forgotten. 
:-\ shy little miss is Gloria H .. 
:-\ncl. oh my goodness! Ho," Phnics she 
hates. · 
A jolly young thing is Korine B .. 
For only the handsomest boys does she 
see. 
The artist of 12C is Beulah i\Iarcoux 
The pictures she draws. woo, woo. woo. 
Florence Anderson and Ruth La Bute 
Tn their similar green suits look cute. 
BETTY \\'A~l SLEY, 12C 
HOW TO PRESERVE A HUSBAND 
Recipe Submitted by Llwellya Hillis, 
12A 
Be careful in your selection . do not 
choose too young, and take only such a s 
have been reared in a good moral atmo-
sphere. \\'hen once decided upon. and 
selected. let that part remain foreYer 
settled and giYe your entire thought to 
preparation for domestic use. 
Some insist on keeping them in a pic-
kle, while others are continually getting 
them into hot water. This on!Y makes 
them sour, hard, and sometimes ·hitter. 
EYen poor varieties may be made 
sweet. good and tender by garnishing 
with patience. well sweetened with smiles 
and flavoured "·ith kisses to taste: then 
wrap them in a mantle of charity, keep 
warm \\·ith a steady fire of domestic dc-
Yotion, and serve with peaches and 
cream . \\.hen thus prepared they ,\·ill 
kee p for y ears. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
GRADE ELEVEN 
FAMOUS SAYINGS OF 11 TEACHERS 
:\Iiss Bergoine-"Thcre is no reason 
"hy you can't he just as good as the B 
class.'' 
:\I rs. :\I cl ,eod- ":\lay I see your notes 
please?" 
:\] r. \\'adclcll- "I-lo\\' clo T kno\\'? - I 
learned it." 
:\1 r. Burr- "That'II cost you fiYe vo-
cabularies before class tomorrow!'' 
:\I r. Fletcher-''About 20 more pages 
and we'll be up to 1Ir. Hartford's class." 
~Ir . .'wanson-'' lt's 'right ~ere in 
front of ,·ou-Look at it." 
:\Ir. H~rtford-"1 don't think this hint 
\\'ill spoil it." 
:\fr. Forman-"\\'ell boys, a treat to-
cla,·-riflc drill." 
~Ir. ):ighs\\'ander-"\\'hy go to De-
troit hy \\'ay of Samia." 
FAMOUS LAST WORDS OF 
WALKERVILLE STUDENTS 
"I can go sixty." 
":\I\' iather wrote this note." 
"G<; ahead, the light won't change.'' 
"\\'ho do you think you're shoYin' 
Hoss?" 
"Oh! he's not so tough." 
"Cee hone,·, we're out of gas. 
"Let's ligh·t up here." 
"But T \\'as t\\'o blocks from the 
school.'' FLOYD \\'EfR. I IF 
"CATASTROPHIC CHEMISTRY" 
.\mmonia gas + Lois Hipwell's nose-
excess amount of coughing + hysteric~ 
from :\Ir. S\\'anson. 
Glasses + Alice :\Ioore - an excess 
amount of rubbing (Yery good exother-
mic reaction) 
Jack Col will + f reeclom of speech -
almost anything. 
Second bell Thursday noon-disappear-
ance of Alice, Carmen and Jane + a sud-
den gust of wind headed to\\'ard the 
library. 
Jcr~y Brown+ :\lr. Klinck's side hoard 
- an occasional artis tic masterpiece. 
Carol Angus + . \ngu:-. :\r ac:\[illan 
+ a couple o · pieces of chalk-an exhi-
bition of marksmanship. 
MEMOIRS OF llA 
It is morn: ere the hour of nine 
\\'e stalk in all ieeling fine 
:\I rs. 1IcLeocl greets us with a frown 
Telling Jlugh Thompson to kindly sit 
d0\\'11. 
Sorting our hooks as we do daily 
Out of the pile emerges. Disraeli; 
From the paragraphs all so dense 
\\'e \\'ill striYe to make some sense. 
The period o,·er, our books we lift 
.\n<l casually next door we will drift: 
Chemistry iianuals we grasp for life's 
sake 
For in an experiment. we're about to 
partake. 
\\'hile standing at tables all in a row 
Do\\"n fell a bottle of "·c thought H:!0, 
But Jo\\' and behold there ain't no floor 
For the bottle contained H:!SO,. 
.\II through French. German and 
11 istory \\'e s tri\'e 
l 11 Geometry and Latin some sense 
to deriYe 
Poor ~Ir. Hugill nearly fainted a\\'ay 
'Cause Bill \\'eiss d id his homc\\'ork 
to-day. 
Slo\\·ly but surely the time it docs pass. 
\\'c bareh· can wait 'till the end of the 
class· 
The hell has gone. from the school 
we roam: 
So all dear students. there's no place 
like home. 
GEORCE :\TARR. 11.\ 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
POLL OF A PERFECT GRADE 11 
GIRL 
Figure-:\larg \\'ilson. 
Hair- Xath· Cvbulak or \Yilma .\lien. 
Hands-:\Iiily Smorong. 
Personality- Helen 1 lappy. 
Yitality-\'icky La\·is. 
E,·es- Helen :\IacPhee. 
C~rn1plexion- Margo ~!aster. 
Smile-:Uai-Lisa Laakso. 
Athletic-:\larg. Bulmer. 
Clothes- Rosemary I >ogue. 
QUESTIONS 
How many names has 11 r. Swanson 
recorded in his little black hook? 
\\'hat kind oi ··rinse .. does Jack Arbuc-
kle use? 
Does annrnc know of a reliable hair 
tonic? :\1 r: Fletcher might catch a cold! 
\\'ill t>at Donnelly ever stop talking? 
\\'ill Len Brown ever stop putting his 
hair up in curlers? 
\\'ill ~largo ;,faster ever stop fighting 
11 ugh Thompson? 
. \s ~lr. Klinck san, .. \\'ill .\nch· Read 
choose the girls or the marks? .. \ndy 
wants both. 
\"ICKY. :\l:\HCO, and X:\TTY. 11.\ & D 
SONGS WHICH REMIND US 
OF STUDENTS 
Bill Fellows- Little Curlv I lead In a 
I ligh Chair. . 
Olive ~[ urrav- I Got Rlwthm. 
1-:en Story--Shy Guy. · 
Bobbie Thornton-Blonde Sailor. . 
Hoh .\ll ison - Here Comes Heaven 
,\gain. 
Boh S1H·der- These Foolish 'l'hing-s. 
Bill Peterson- In The :\Ioocl. ' 
Esther German-I \\'as So Young. 
Jamie ;,lcDonald-Share The '.\I eat. 
Ross :\I cBricle-Lct\, Take The I ,ong 
\\'ay J tome. 
!IC & F 
Page Sixty-Two 




Eyes- Bill Peterson. 
Clothes- Ron Craham. 
Personalih·- Bob Allan. 
Hair- Stan Orshinsky. 
Smile-Hugh Thompson 
Brains-Angus '.\Iad[illan. 
\'oice- Bill Fellows. 
\'itality-Harry :.larchancl. 
. .\thletic-Tony Techko. 
Fun- Hill \\'hite. 
GRADE TEN 
:\lr. Forman: \Yhy dont you ans\\'er 
me? 
E<ldie: [ did, si r, I shook my head. 
Mr. Forman: But you don't expect me 
to hear it ratt le 'way up here. do you? 
:\Iadclin<: ;,Jitchell: 
Occupation: \\'atching the Tartans \\ in 
hockey games . 
Idol: Sinatra. 
\ \. eakness: :\I alted m ii ks. 
1960: J{aisin~ a family. 
Don Forsyth: 
Occupation: ~I other Coose book-worm. 
.\mhition: To own a Xo. 2 :\l eccano set. 
\\'hom T most admire: Professor Ein-
stein. 
I 960: Taster for Pahlum Company. 
1'.lan· Pcnteluk: 
Occupation: ~one. 
.-\mhition: To retire after leaving 
school. 
\\'eakness: Food. 
Idol: .. i\h· dad.'' 
Foster J lutton: 
Occupation: Doing Science llomework. 
.\mhition: T o learn how to sav .. nth 
seeeee .. , · · 
\\.hom I most admire: Mr. Creen. 
1960: :\taking- a new .. Law of LeYCr." 
BLUE AND WHITE 
LA CLASSE DE FRANCAIS ( lOF) 
\re est whipping into :\Ir. \\"acldcll"s 
iran<;aise classe et ii est saying: 
·· Faire mai le text et le cahicr. .. 
\\"e est faircmaying le text et le cahier. 
);ext some mcchant gan~on who est tou-
jours fooling around est getting it clans 
la seat of his pantaloons. 
~ext ii est saying to some malhcureuse 
iille. "Ecrivez dan~ la hoite.'' 
~obocly est kno\\'ing about qucl il est 
<lilting so il <lit, "This class had better 
sharpen up.'' 
So nous est sharpening up. savcz hien? 
T thought not. 




I'D LIKE TO SEE (lOC) 
Sam Cooper get IO\\' marks in Latin. 
Isabelle Simpson about 6 ft. tall. 
Hunnv \Yeir "·ith straight hair. 
Bob ii clntosh not wolfing. 
Betty Payne answer a question 111 r lis-
torv. 
Shirley Branch not giggling. 
Bill Darocv with a brush cut. 
Hill Cihbs- not blushing. 
Xancy Hays "·ithout Bob .\. 
Don Forsvth with a Roman nose. 
:\Ir. Xigh-swander wait until he gets 
into the room before asking questions. 
Foster Hutton do his rough history. 
Lyall S\\'an not stepping on someone·s 
feet . 
. \ ··certain"' table of girls in :\lr. CH•en's 
room keeping quiet. 
Dick Cibbs in a pair of "hell-bottom 
trousers." 
Dick Cibhs, a former classmate of ours 
has left the school to join the IU.'.:'\. 
Good luck Dick! 
TRUE CONFESSIONS 
Ollie Camile 
Fletcher, Archibald Irving: born 111 Ti~ -
bun· East. 
Asked about 10.\ he said ··pretty fair 
~lass··. but realizing he "as speaking- to 
a 10.\ :,,tudent he corrected himscl f. ·· 1 t's 
a very good class and l enjoy tca_ching 
it". \\"e all kno\\' :\l r. Fletcher lett the 
school to servl' his countr\' and of this 
we're ven· proud. He told 1;1e he is really 
<Y)ad to h~ back a~ he enJ·o\'S teaching in h • 
this school. lle said his favourite pastime 
is playing ba~ketball, yet his ambition is 
to retire. 
Green, Findlay : born in Elgin <.:oun ty. 
l le said. ··\\' alk~rville is the best Col -
legiate in \\' incisor and Ontario because 
it has a good class of stuclenb and good 
teachers.'' He likes JOA as they have 
ahilitY and are good \\'Orkers. I le teaches 
Scien.ce and that explains \\'hy gardening 
is his hohbY. 1 !is dislikes ··are man.\'·" I le 
stated that he had already reached his 
am hi tion. 
Forman, Clement Murray : born 111 Lon-
don. l•:ngland. 
I le thinks ··JQ;\._ is noisy'' (conficlcn-
tialh·, so do a number of other teachers.) 
li e ·prides \\'alke1:ville as being. "tops." 
He enjoys .teac~.1ng_ :\Iathe!11at1cs, al.~ 
thou<Yh he 1s a \\'h1z at (T('(>graphy. 
Sports are his favourite pastimes. This 
"·a~ proven hy the great sho,,·s the rugby 
team put on. I l e states he dislikes "peo-
ple \\'ho talk too much." Xaturally. he 
\\'as speaking to a lOA student at the 
moment. He hopes to re-visit France. 
Bon Y oyage. :\I r. Forman ! 
Page Sixt)-Thn.: l· 
BLUE AND WHITE 
GRADE NINE 
FANTASIA 
Lo! In a dream I looked ahead 
And 9A's future clearly read. 
;\O\\. Robert Bell, a lawyer wise, 
\\'hile ~ancy tall and fair. 
Of bacteria ancl harmful grubs. 
She sure had learned her share. 
Xow .:\.Jary. Pat and Helen. 
Fine nurses had become. 
And tended Dr. Bettridge 
\Vho'cl S\\'allowcd chewing gum. 
Bernice. a journalist o( note. 
Astounded one and all. 
\\'hile David lectured chemistry 
Tn a palatial hall. 
Heel-haired Joanne and Barbara small. 
\\'ere actresses, at last. ah me! 
Xo wonder John dashed thro' the air 
These beauties, just to see. 
Aha! Jack. Glen and Brady 
At c,;llege-flirting with his lady. 
Thelma. Lee, Frances, Pat. 
\\'er e happy housewives, fair and fat. 
Ceorgc, Xelson, and Byng boys. twain. 
Climbed mountains high. a-seeking fame; 
I glimpsed Albina with a rolling pin. 
And neai:by, Bob Bullen with a mocking 
gnn. 
Jean Bell made music for all dancing i cet. 
\\' hile Bev. sang songs. that were hard 
to beat. 
Doreen and Sally. o charming and sweet. 
Had wooers many kneeling at their feet. 
Gloria and Sally, in cap and gown. 
Listened while Raymond. a doctor J ro-
found, 
l)ispenscd theories, that Burge on the air, 
Broadca:.t loudh·. to all who care. 
Blackburn and j~ond in a sign of gold • 
Told of a food shop, the best in the world. 
Last but not least, I saw Burdon. 
A radio expert! \\'ont he have fun ? 
Sudden I y the vision ·went. 
By a 9.A teacher, away it was sent; 
.. Dreaming. Eh? \\'ell- You've lost y,,ur 
percent." 
DREA~lER 9A 
Page Sixt) -Four 
BLUE MONDAY WITH 98 
Mary Cameron 
''J'\\'as ~I onday morning, and all through 
the school 
The children \\'Cre taking their seat:,,, or 
their stools 
Shirley was putting her :\Iath in array. 
Buzz sputtered a spray as she cackled 
a\\'ay. 
The second bell rang and we rushed to 
our seats. 
Then in sa iled "Checkcrboard'' like the 
whole fleet. 
The attendance was checked and all \\'a:-
serene. 
Then J crry and Jim mc~sed up the sc~ne. 
\\'e :.truggled through Ceography. and 
then in J>.'I'. 
\\'e frolicked around as gay as could he. 
Through English "'e listened quite care-
r ully. 
\\'hile :\liss .\uld explained all Ycry 
clearly. 
The third bell rang: "'e rose from our 
seats, 
. \]as came the order. .. Pronouns Com-
plete! .. 
\Ve strode \\'ith caution to :\fr. Ball's 
roo111, 
\\'ho thinks \\'C get ans\\·ers from the 
man in the moon. 
::"\o sign of our teacher? "Shall \\'e re-
treat?'' 
But-hush! "J'"'as he coming: \\'e knew 
't\\'as ·'de-feet." 
('hen. as we staggered out of his room. 
Still echoed thes~ words that were charg-
ed at each goon. 
.. Personality ?-Character? - Too slo•,. 
sit doc)11." 
Hen er ti> :\lath \\'e dolefully crept. 
\\'here Joyce thro' open door suddenly 
S\\'ept. 
Declar:ng. so bravely, "l t's x+2 more!" 
"Your signs arc all "rong; report hc1 e 
:tt four." 
(C'< :1tinuecl on Page (/i) 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
USE YOUR HEAD 
The woodpecker pecks. 
Out a great many specks 
Of sawdust, while building his hut. 
He works like a slave. 
To cut hi s s mall cave; 
And he's sore if his cutter won't cut. 
Xo bother with plans of cheap artisans 
But one thing can truly be said, 
For the ,,·hole excavation, 
There's one explanation. 
He made it by using his head. 
ROBERT BULLEN. 9A 
9A 
The sofa sagged in the centre, 
The shades were pulled just so, 
The family had retired, 
The parlor lamp burnt low: 
There came a sound from the sofa, 
As the clock was striking "two". 
And Xancy slammed her textbook 
\\'ith a thankful, ' '\\'ell I'm through.'' 
FAMOUS SA YIN GS 
Stanley P.- \Yell I thought-
Donna P.-Xow Carol, don't make me 
blush. 
Carol P.- Oh look! Isn't he cute? 
Ian 0.- \\'e ll, ah, um, huh. er, well 
now, etc. 
Jim 11.-:\Iy puppets 
Charles X-\i\Tell, I think 
Jim P- Hey, Carol, can I see Your his-
tory notes? • 
Rosemary P.-"Yes, Mr. Fletcher, Ko, 
Mr. Fletcher." 
David P .- ...... ? 
:\Iarilyn ~1.- 0h my gosh! 
Pat }!.-Fiddlesticks ! 
(Continued from Page 64) 
The morning was over; afternoon had 
begun. 
\Ye struggled, through French, and l'his-
toire too 
\\'here ,f:e cornered Xapoleon at \\'ater-
Joo. 
The victory won; another clay was done. 
Page Sixty-Six 
HANDLING WOMEN ELECTRICALL y 
9C 
If she talks too long ........................ Tnterrupter 
If she is picking your pocket... ..... Detector 
If she will receive You half way_, Receiver 
If she gets too exc"itecl ...................... ~.Controller 
If she goes up in the air.. ... ............. Condenser 
If she wants chocolates ............ .................. Feeder 
If she is too fat... ............................................. Reducer 
If ·he i k ·o· s s a poor coo ........................... 1scharger 
If she gossips too much .................... Regulator 
If she becomes upset... .......................... Reverser 
If she ,,·ants something new-
Just \\'att her 
WHAT WOULD HAPPEN IF: 
Korma Douglass - came to school on 
time? 
Rona 1d Eves- clidn 't al \'.'ays "wanna bet? .. 
i\Iary Drennan- " ·as good in :\lath? 
Bernard Deschamps - couldn ' t make 
paper dolls? 
Bob Gibbs-forgot his ''hardware'' box? 
Shirley Fountain-talked loud enough? 
Harley Forden-never turned around in 
Science? 
.l\largaret Dean-didn't have to write 200 
lines? 
l\Iarilyn Evans-didn't talk to :\Iargaret? 
Carl Glos- ate in the lunch-room? 
Terry Delany- didn't know any jokes? 
John Dutkywich-was short? 
John Dowler-sat in a front seat? 
Ian 1Iain, in 9D 
Is as smart as he can be; 
Of course he has been studying. 
Since he was onlv three. 
[n all his sports, ·1 must confess, 
He's really on the beam. 
Especially when he scores two points. 
For the opposing team. 
1n X.C.O.'s he's at the top. 
13ut track's the thing to make him hop. 
And when he sees the girls around, 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
Last September. at the beginning of 
the school year at \Yalkerville C.T., one 
of the first things to be accomplished 
was the organization of the various socie-
ties. ?\ot the least among these \\·as the 
Girls' Athletic. whose members have 
done well in organ1z111g and seeing 
through to a finish the different inter-
form games. 
The follo\\'ing are the members. elec~-
ed by the student body: 
President-Svlvia Fedoruk. Svlvia• is 
one of those people \\'hO can't be ~rntdonc 
when it comes to accomplishing any-
thing. She will tackle any job and doesn't 
rest until she sees it through. She has 
handled her executive position in a most 
efficient manner. 
Vice President- Donna Halev. Here's 
another girl who does a goo~! job. It 
seems she is entrusted with the care of 
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the equipment of the different sports. 
Ask her how she likes it. She was also 
the managing spirit back of the girls' 
hockey league. 
Secretary- Dorothea Har\\'oocl. As she 
is also the writer of this article it seems 
that Dot was chosen because of her abil-
ity to write so that she herself. at least. 
can understand it. 
Basketbal!-Ann Sauchuk. You can't 
be surprised to see Ann headino- this 
sport especially if you've ever se~1 her 
\\'hiz around the floor in a basketball 
game. She has really done ,vonders tak-
ing care of the inter-forms. 
Volleyball- Helen Happy. \Ye had a 
~ery successful \'olleyball league this 
lall. Helen is proficient in just ahou. 
every sport we play. 
Baseball-Betty 1lcCormick. :-,.Zoth-
ing much to report on baseball vet but 
there's plenty about Betty-another ver-
satile girl. \\" e're expecting \\'Onderful 
things to happen to baseball when she 
takes over. 
S.wimming-Pat Barnby. Definitely the 
right person for this sport. If you ·ve ever 
seen Pat in the water you'll know exactly 
what I mean. She's a most enthusiastic 
member of the society. 
(Continued on Page 73) 
BLUE AND WHITE 
GIRLS' ATHLETIC EXECUTIVE 
B.\CK RO\\': P. Hamb). H. ).f acPhee .. .\. Sauchuk. H. Happy. B. ).[cCormick. 
FROXT RO\\': :\. \\'ilson, D. Harwood. S. Fecloruk, \I iss Saunders. D. Haley. ).f. ).foray. 
GIRLS' SWIMMING TEAM 1945 
B.\CK RO\\': .\. \\'ibon. ).f. Brough. J. Barnh). }l. \\'erte. Il. Brough. 
FIH)XT RO\\': I. Burns. L. Pond. P. Rarnhy. 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
~ 
IL\CK RO\\.: P. Baird. '.\I. Brough . . \ . Sauchuk. '.\I. Bulmer. n. )lcCorrrrick. 
FRO\:T RO\\': 11. I lappy. S. Fcdoruk. D. l larwood. '.\I iss '.\I cClymont . . \. \\'ibon, 0. Shan-
dro. '.\I. Smorong. .\/,-cn t : J. Damashc. J. I licks. 
GIRLS' BASKETBALL 
.\t this \\'riting, the girls' inter-form 
and inter-school basketball leagues are 
undecided. The inter-form league is still 
an,·one's battle. The inter-school team 
is ·practising diligently in hopes of cap-
turing- the \V.S.S.t\. Championship and 
C\'Cntually that of \\'estern Ontario. 
There are many good players on the 
team. The f or\\'ard line i s very efficient 
and with such good players as ,\nn \\' il-
son and :\nn Sauchuk heading the li ne. 
we are counting on them to sink many 
baskets. The team is fortunate in having 
a strong clef ense. The g irl s don't seem to 
be afraid to get in there and face thoir 
opponent: considering some of the team s 
they have met. theY certainh· deserve a 
lot ·or credit. • . 
The first game \\'as the one against 
Tech. \\'e'rc not yet quite certain wheth-
er \\'e \\'ere good or Tech \\'as out oi 
practice. :'\e,·crthelcss we did hand them 
a good trouncing. The team S\\'ept 
through the rest of the season in much 
th<.' same manner until they met Sand-
Pa).{t' Scn'nl~ 
"ich. The,· left us t\\'o baskets behind 
in the finai' score. \\·e may have a chance 
to meet them again and we certainly 
hope that by the time this magazine is 
printed. \\'C shall have turned the tahJe.., 
on them. 
N"o matter who does eventualh· win. 
we kno\\' that the girls played ha~d and 
enjoyed every minute of it. :\I uch of the 
success of the team goes to the coach. 
~l iss ·· Pete" :\IcClymont. She alwap 
had an encouraging word or pat o n the 
hack that made the girl determined to 
give their hest. 
(Continued from Page .ZJ) 
.\s the" became familiar with the arnl\ 
life. ca'dets sa\\' all types of equipmc1;t 
used and received \'aluable training. 
Only one thing \\'as missing at camp. 
and that was mail. :--:othing in the \\'oriel 
\\'as more \\'elcome than a nice perf umecl 
letter from some\\'here at home in \\'inci-
sor. r1easc do not forget our boys thi s 
,·ear. They think of you when they're 
a \\'ay. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
GIRLS' TRACK TEAM 194S 
B.-\CK RO\\': P. Barnhy, I.. Cullen. J. Hamby. E. Scorgie, ::\f. Bulmer. G. Hullen. 
FRO:\T RO\\': B. ).f ar~h, :\L ::\foray, S. Fcclnruk, B. ::\f arcoux, J. Hieb. 
:\nother sport of interest in \ \'.C.I. is 
bo\\"ling. This particular sport has not 
been Ycry successful in past seasons. hut 
this year it has been revived hy a Yery 
able leader. ~Ian,· students take full 
aclYantage of this ·opportunity to show 
their skill. )Iiss Saunders. the instigator 
of howling in \\'alkerville, is back at the 
school again. For this reason we expec~ 
!>llccess for the yeal's to come. 
:\ game that is gaining attention here 
i:,, hockey- yes. girls' hockey. There is 
real enthusia~m sho\\'11 for this sport. and 
the girl" outdo themsel\'eS to show the 
boys that they too can play this game. 
The league has only recently been star. -
ed, but \\'e hope that it \Yill attract more 
girls. and dc\'elop better and better 
players. 
Badminton i:-. what ,, e term the ··Sat-
urday'' game. Several students come to 
the school on ~aturday to play. T have 
heard it reported that so far this year it 
has been quite a success. 
Cir!:,,' Track 19-l-5-For the iirst time 
in many years. our girls failed to take 
first place in the \\'.S.S .. \. competition. 
The team ho\\'ed gallantly with a mere 
28 points consisting of only one first. 
S,·!yia Fecloruk broke her o\\"n record as 
u~ual. [t's quite a habit around here, you 
kno\\". For intere:-.ting conversation \\'hy 
not ask Dorothea I far\\'ood ho,,· she felt 
after running the -l--1-0 relay. Ho\\'ever. 
we do hope the girls \\"ill he hack 011 the 
\\"inning :-.treak ior thi:-. spring's \\".O.S. 
S .. \. ~I eet. 
If } ou drop in some Tue:-.cla} or Thurs-
day night at the pool, you'll sec the girls 
getting ready for the S\\ imming ~I cet 
\\"hich \\'ill he held sometime in ,\pril. 
They are practising 111 earnest and hope 
to ,,·alk off with all possible honours. \\'e 
had a good sho,,·ing at the meet la:-.t year 
~ncl hope to haYe an even better one this 
year. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
GIRLS' VOLLEYBALL TEAM, W.S.S.A. 
BACK RO\\': :\Iiss Saunders, V. Sedlar, D. Harwood. :.r. \\'erte, S. Fedoruk, H. Happy, 0. 
Shandro, ::\fr. Ball. 
FROXT RO\\': A. Wilson, D. Haley, ::\L Adams. B. Scorgie, (Capt.), B. ::\fcCormick. :.r. Bul-
mer, D. Bulmer. Absent: :\. Sauchuk. 
GIRLS' INTERFORM VOLLEYBALL CHAMPIONS 
BACK RO\Y: 0. Evan, B. Scorgie, L. LeFa"e, C. Humphries, D. Bulmer, A. \\'ilson, D. Har-
wood, B. :.Cartin. 
::\IIDDLE RO\\': ::\J. Chortos, J. Little. S. Xo1kes, S. Fedoruk, :.f. \\"erte, ::\1. Bates. 
PROXT RO\\': D. Pilipchuk, H. Scott, ;\r. ).foray, B. Brough. 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
VOLLEYBALL CH~MPIONS 
Take a good look at them. These arc 
the girls \\'ho S\\"cpt through the city 
league \\"ithout being handed a single de-
feat. There were times when thev left 
the enemy far behind and had t<; slo"" 
down. I imagine that being captained by 
Betty Scorgie had a lot to clo \\"ith their 
victories and eventual triumph. I really 
don't think that there \\"as any one par-
ticular player \\"ho outshone the others 
ior all the girls were "·orking for the 
\\"elf are of the team. They \\'ere hoping 
to g-o out ancl conquer bigger hattl<'.., in 
the \\'.0.S.S.t\. but volleyball \\"as not a 
\\'.O.S.S .. \. sport during the past yca1·: 
maybe \\'e \\"ill have an opportunity to 
enter next yeai-. 
.\cross we behold thl' Inter-form 
champs. Don't think that they clidn't 
work hard for this co, eted position be-
cause every battle that they foug-ht look-
ed to them to be their last. There was a 
great deal of interest shown in this sport 
during the past year and \\'C hope to he 
able to keep it an enjoyable one for fu-
ture athletes. 
C Continued from Pagr 68) 
Bowling - Barham Lees. llere's a 
young lady who is doing wonders \\"ith a 
very temperamental job. She's so enthus-
iastic about everything she does that we 
kno\\" she is the right person ior it. 
Badminton- Ann \\'ilson. ~eed I say 
more? I think that Ann has been just 
about eYerything on the Athletic Society 
and yet here she is doing something ne\\". 
Don't worry: ~he kno\\"S what it's all 
about. 
Track-~largaret :\foray. ).J arg. really 
burns up the track "·hen she gets going. 
1...'oulcl be that's why she \\"as chosen for 
this particular ,port. \\·e expect to sec 
her flash by at any minute. 
110 GIRLS' INTERFORiM BASKETBALL 
CHAMPS 
B.\CK RO\\': ~lary Ed\\ ards, Hcll'II Happy, 
Betty Da \·icbon. 
FRO:-.:T RO\\": \ 'icky La\"i». Lila Totten. 
Joan Rl'id. 
Athletic A,rnrcls-I11 o rder to stimulate 
interest in athletics. the girls' ~ystcm of 
a\\"ards is based on a point system. A 
large ··\\ ... is a\\'arded to a girl who earns 
25 points or more on the year's activities. 
Those \\"ith 15 to 25 point:. arc awarded 
.... mall ··\Y's". \\'hen a girl has earned 
enough a,Yards. she receives an athletic 
pin. "·hile 5 large letters entitles the 
holder to a gold ring·. Last year's large 
··\\"' ,,·inners "·ere .\1111 \\.ib.on, Sylvia 
ttedoruk. Dorothea Harwood. and Diana 
Jlilipchuk .. \ recent winner of the ring is 
Kay Baird. one of the hc~t athletes to 
l!raduate from this school. 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
BOYS' ATHLETIC SOCIETY 
Ilonorary President .......... :\lr. \\·. X. Ball 
]>resident ........................................................ T_,yle Ross 
\ ·ice President .............. . ....... \\"right Bell 
Secretary ..................................... Harry 1[archand 
Treasurei-....... . ..................... :\Ir A. C. Bro\\'n 
.\ssistant Treasurer . Harry Longmuir 
The above executive \\"as e lected by the 
\\·.c.r. boys by ballot in September. 1945. 
Because of the many activities in \\"hich 
these officers of the society take part . 
regular meetings haYe not been held. hut 
a meeting has been called whenever there 
\\'as a matter to be decided. Posters \\'ere 
obtained to aclYertise the \\".S.S.A. games. 
cheer leaders \\'ere secured for the foot-
ball g-ames and the ticket sales for all 
games haYe been handled by the society. 
House leagues have been operated for 
soccer, football, basketball and hockey.· A 
search for a larger school trophy case, 
be<Yun last Year. \\"as continued this year 
but \\'ithout success and no\\' a built-in 
case i.., to be supplied by the \\'incisor 
Board of Education. The \\·.c.I. Injured 
Athletes· Fund was revived last year ancl 
the proceeds of one of the semi-final 
play-off hockey games, and of a Senior 
Boys vs Teachers basketball game \\'Cre 
added to the benefit fund this year. 
FOOTBALL 
This year':, iootball team was a team 
of " ·hich \\'alkerville can ,,·ell he proud. 
Starting out the season as the underdog 
this team went as far as the finals in the 
city championship series. A great deal oi 
this success \\"as clue to the spirit that the 
f ello\\'s on the team :,howed- time after 
time the \\·alkcrYille Tartans came from 
behind to \\'in the game. Another and 
CYen greater factor in the success of the 
team \\'as the \\'Onclerf ul job of coaching 
clone by ~Ir. Forman. There is no doubt 
about it. 1Ir. Forman did a remarkable 
job of rounding out a good team. for. 
unkno\\'n to a lot of people, \\'alker\'ille 
Collegiate had about the smallest squad. 
numerically, of any school in the city. 
\"ery often .\lr. Forman found himself 
"·ithout enough players at practice to 
run a scrimmage. 
LYLE ROSS (centre half ). Lyle wa:-
our big gun this year. TT e did most of the 
plunging and kicking and \\'as a moun-
tain 011 defence. L\"le was selected for 
this year's All-City ;!'earn. 
RODXEY ( ROD) .\I OX'J'ROSE ( cen-
tre). Roel \\'as line-captain this year and 
he was both a defensive and an off ensi\'e 
player. 
DOX.\LD CTBSOX (middle ). Don \\'a:. 
one of the best tacklers on the team and 
was al\\'ays a thorn in the s ide of the 
oppositio1{ breaking up play after play. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
BOYS' ATHLETIC EXECUTIVE 
B.\CK RO\\": G. Xel·ly. X. ).[acPhee, R. ).[ontro,.,c. J. \\'igle. J. Xe\\by. JI. Longmuir. 
FRO\'T RO\\': H. ~I archand, ~I r. :\lli~on, L. Ross, ).I r. Ball. \\'. Bell. 
SENIOR RUGBY TEAM 
D.\CK. RO\\": . 11acl.achlan. P .. \bramoif. D. Bell. D. ~lontro,.,e. L. ~Iarlo.,·e. I·:. Kornacki. 
P. ).1 rakov1ch. 
3rd RO\\": J. Dowhaniuk. H. ).lontro~c. D. Ilolmcs, X. Crabb, ~- ).facPhee, G. Hope, II. 
).J archand. 
2nd RO\\ ': S. Yanchuk. \ '. Kulman. I. \\'ilkic, (Capt.), )rr. Forman. \Y. Bell, II. .-\~ton, R. 
~le Bride. 
FRO:--:T RO\\': D. Cih~on. S. Cipparo11e, L. Ross. E. Cri,.,pin . 
. \hsent: \\"ilf Day. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
f Je missed the .\II-City Team hy only one 
H>tC. 
S:-\~J Clf>f>.\ROXE (right hali). Sam 
had an educated toe and was the highest 
scorer on the team because of his accur-
ate kicking from placl'ment. 
\\'RJCHT BELL (left half). \\' right 
\\'as the faste:-;t man on the team and he 
sho\\ eel the opposition he could usr his 
speed to full ac!Yantagc. 
\\' J IY DA \' (encl). \\'ilf is a little fel-
lo\\' "ith a lot of spirit. He pulled dmn1 
many passes ior long gains. 
JOI!:-: ~lacLACJll,.\X (middle and 
end). Jl>hn \\'as a real po"·er on the line. 
Defensively and off ensiYely Johnny rank-
ed among the best. 
DO'.\ (200 lhs.) BELL (inside). 1)011 
was the heaviest man on t ht team ancl 
let the opposition feel the full f orcc of 
his \\·eight. Don "'jl! he a lot of help on 
next year's team. 
ITAHRY .\~TOX (end). Harry "·as 
another of the small chaps on the team 
hut sizl' meant nothing to him. he \\·<mld 
tackle anyone. He also pulled clo\,·n many 
passes. 
HARRY LOXG~lClR (quarterback). 
l f arrY \\'as the smallest iello\\' on th is 
team~ He \\'as speedy and shifty and 
al\\'ays a player the opposition had to 
\\'a tch. 
SOLLY STC,\L (middle). , \ big fello\,. 
\\'ith a lot of drive. A fello\\' "·ith a lot 
of fight and plenty of team spirit. 
I AX \\"ILKTE (flying wing). Ian play-
ed a steady game both on clef ensc 1.nd 
of fen:-;e. H e \\'as this year 's team captain. 
Other members o f the team \\'ere: Ed. 
Kornacki. Doug. 'i\lontrose. Peter Abram-
of f. Clcn Hopc. John Dc)\\·haniuk. Han;y 
1Iarchand. ;\eil 1IacPhee. Peter )J rako-
vich. Eel. Crispin, Larry )larlo\\·e. l~oss 
:\l cBride. Serga Yanchuk. Xick Crabb. 
DaYe Holmes. \'ic Kulman. Hob ::\l apes. 
Stuart Johnston and Hill Hull \\·ere the 
best managers a team could hope to have. 
In one of the most thrilling football 
games in the High School league. \\'alk-
crvil le <lcieatc<I Assumption hy the score 
12-11. 1 n the final game \'ocational edg-ecl 
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\\'alk<.'rvillc out of the championship oi 
the cily. 
SOCCER 
Soccer was the first sport to brina 
home to \\'.C.I. a \\'.O.S.S .. \. champion~ 
ship. The team. under the able coachina 
of :\I r. Yot!ng. \\·ent through a ten g:am~ 
:-chedule ,nth onh· one loss. In the f 1nals 
ior the city. \\"ilkerville nosed out a 
hanl-fighting J>atter-.on team l)\· a score 
of 2-1. Then the Tartans defeated Chat-
ha111 in the \\'.0.S.S .. \. semi-finals Jn· a 
score of 3-0. · 
London \\'as the scene of the playofis 
ior \ \ '.O.S.S .. \. honours bet" een \ \' alk-
cn-i llc and I lanoycr. a large and ex-
tremc!y \\·ell-padded team. Their extra 
padding \\'as to no a\'ail for thev lo:-;t to 
\\'al kcrville hv a score of -l-0. · 
'l'ih roughou t the season the team scored 
thirty-t\\'<> goals and had only seven 
goals scored aginst it. These figures are 
indeed a tribute to the ability of the de-
fence in protecting our goal and to the 
forwards for getting the goals. 
.\ great deal of the c redit for the 
team ·s sho\\'ing goes to our coach . l\Ir. 
Young spent a lot of time and hard wor k 
in turning out a winning team. Credit 
shonld also he given for t he fine spir it 
and co-operation displayed by the boys 
during the playing season. 
GE RALD XEELY - Outside Left. 
l lard \\'orking Gerry never q uit trying 
and this type of player influences his 
team-mates. 
EJ\HL KEYE S-Captain- Inside Left. 
Hesi<les being a good leader Earl is an 
excellent shot and a good team player-
the best inside left in \V.O.S.S.A. this 
year. \\"e hope Earl \\'ill he back with 
us next year. 
GI•:ORGE J IH M ESCLl' -Centre For-
\\'arcl- Georgc is one of o u r fastest de-
veloping players - played his position 
almost perfectly and scored many a goal 
this year. George has another year with 
us. 
FR.\XK LOXG-Jnside Right. Qu iet 
s tead y player. a handy man to have on 
a for\\'arcl line. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
SENIOR SOCCER T EAM 
IL\CK RO\\': )fr. Young, R. Spencl'. H. Schofield. X. )lorri,-on. ).f. Kozma, E. Skarhek. 
G. Cullen, )Ir. Ball. 
FROXT RO\\' : F. Long. C. Irime,.cu. J. Stanko\'. D. Ryan. C. Xccly . .\I. Daypuk. X. Briant. 
SE:-\TDD: C. Gilliland. ~- :\Iar,.hall. .\h"ent: E. Keyes. (Capt.), ~- Carlan, J. Reece. 
DOK RY:-\i\-Outside Hight. Lacked 
experience at his position this year hut 
he made up for this by lots of try and 
some fine corner kicks ancl crosses. 
X. MORRISOX-Left Half. Hard tack-
ling half who improved with e\'ery game. 
ED. SK.\RBEK - Centre llalf. Ed. 
handled the toughest job on the team 
better than a1w other centre half in the 
\\'.O.S.S.A. \\'~ hope Eel. will he with us 
next season. 
J f:\I REECE-Right Hal f. Jim. a stub-
horn checker and possessor of a long kick 
which fits our style of soccer perfectly. 
C l{A1'T CULLEf\-Right Back. One 
of the two hest full backs in the \\'.O.S. 
S.A. League. Crant "·ill be a tough man 
lo replace next year. 
XOR:\l :\L\RSH.\LL-Left Back. 'l'hc 
second of the two best hacks in \\'.0.S. 
S .. \. \\'e "ill he mighty sorry to see 
Xorm go. 
1IrKE D.\YPC1':-Half. :\Iike did n:n· 
well at a strange position this year. He 
may greatly add to his laurels in a full 
hack position next year. 
JOE ST. \XKOY-Forward. J oc could 
he put in any position on the forward line 
""ithout \\"eakening it. This !.peaks for 
Joe's ability. 
~l IKE KOZ)L\-Half. ~like didn't get 
much chance to show his skill this Year 
hut \\·e are counting on him for next year. 
HOB'!'. SPEXCE-Forward. Boh was 
one of our handiest alternates for the 
ior\\ arcl line. 
XlCK Ct\RLAX-Ilalf. Kick broke 
into our team late in the season and 
pron.-d a strong check with a long kick. 
;\ick could make a fine fullback. 
GLE:-::-: GJ I ,LT LAXD and J IERB. 
SCI IOFIELD our l\\'o goalies. T""o of 
the best in the league. 
.\XDY TXCJ 10\\'ICK-IJalf. One of 
spare hal\'es whose long kicking should 
make him an excellent full back prospect. 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
SENIOR HOCKEY TEAM 
11.-\CI( RO\\': \'. Spako\\'ski. D. Ryan, B. Baker, S. Cipparonc, G. Sale, J. Kcnncch-. \Y. Lre. 
H. Thompson. J. Cooper. -
.\f[l)l)LI~ RO\\': .\fr. .\llison. H. :-.l archand, n. Huggard . .\I. Lynn, R . .\fcBride . J. Reece. 
S. :-.1 usgra,·e . .\I r. Klinck . .\fr. Ball. 
FRO'.\'!' HO\\': L. lfoss. :-.:. ~facPhce. E. KcYcs. (Capt.), L. \\'ilson. B. Allison. R. S\\'itzer. 
C. Livingston. Absent: S. Yanchuk. · 
W.O.S.S.A. HOCKEY 
Our hockey team captured the \\ .. S.S .. \. 
champio11ship for the iourth time in fi"e 
ytars and then \\'ent on t o capture tl:e 
\\'.0.S.S. :\. championship. Tn the se1 i i-
finals for the cih·, \\'alken·i ll e easih· cle-
(eated Patte rson~ In the finals. a i,arcl-
fighting . \ssumption team \\'as not able 
to stand against us. and \\'e \\·on the city 
title. In this t\\'o game total goal play-off 
\Yith Assumption, \\'e got 16 points to 
their 7. 1\ iter \\·inning the \\'.S.S.!\. hon-
ours. our tearn clef eatcd Chatham b,· a 
score or 10-1. [n the finals, both Branl-
forcl ancl \\'oodstock. feeling that they 
did 11ot haYc strong enough teams to 
compete against \\'alkcrYille, forfeited 
their games. During the past t,,·o years 
our tea m has not lost one game. 
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1 t \\'as under the able coaching of :\Ir. 
Klinck that our team \\'ent on to \ -icton·. 
J lis coaching and his constructi,·e crit'i-
cism to "Co\'er that man in the corner'' 
undoubtedly helped our team. 
Credit should also be given to that im-
portant factor of all great team ·:. the 
co-operation bet\\'een the players. \\' ith-
out this fine spirit and team play. "·e 
might not have had a \\'inning team. 
For those \\·ho sa \\' the games, it \\'Oulcl 
be difficult to pick the stars. but here are 
some of the notables. Harr\' :\larchancl. 
Earl Keyes . Lyle Ross. Sa1;, Cipparone. 
Bob .\llison, Ceorge Livingstone and 
Lornc \\' il son. our goalie. There are also 
those. "·ho. though they may not have 
: cored many goals, "·ith thei,· great pass-
(Conti:1uc-! 1.11 Pa';'c 81) 
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ST. THOMAS, ONT. 
Residential School for Girls 
I 
=.I Affiliated wi1h the Universi1y of West3rn On· 




Other Courses include High School, Secretaria! 
Studies, Music, Fine Art, Dramatics, Hom:?· 
r.•okers', Handicrafts. 
Exc.ellen1 equipment for Swimming, Riding, 
Tennis, Hockey, Golf, etc. 
For Prospectus address the Principal, 
P. S. DOBSON, M.A .. D.D. 
BLUE AND WHITE 
SENIOR BOYS' BASKETBALL TEAM 
B.\CK RO\\": ).fr .. \llison, B. ).feeke, E. Tu~tano,ky, F. :\[archand, G. Gilliland, ).I. Daypuk, 
:\I r. Ball. 
FRO\"T RO\\': G. Elliott, :\. Bondar, J. Xewby. (Capt. l. L. P o,tovit, B. \\"hit c. 
SENIOR BASKETBALL 
Bingo; \\'alkcrville triumphs again as 
the \\".C.T. senior boys' basketball team 
\\'On a third major city league champion-
ship in one school year. 
The Tartans, who, at the heginning of 
the season were not even rated as having 
a chance. scored an upset triumph over 
the pre-season favourites, the As!-un p-
t ion High School Raiders in a sudden 
death tilt to decide the crown on i\larch 
9 before 2,700 screaming. cheering fans 
at Kennedy Collegiate. The team \\'as 
holstered at the start of the season bY 
the return from the wars of :.lajor Ta;1 
.-\llison. He moulded together a team 
that had only three players who had pre-
vious senior competition experience into 
an aggregation who, though they did not 
look so brilliant in regular season play. 
suddenly came to Ii fe in the playoff s tll 
completely outclass their rivals and win 
the crown. Continuing into the \\'.O.S. 
S.A. playdowns \\'alkerville defeated 
Leamington in both games of a home-
and-home series and received a bye into 
the finals with London Central. Th·e score 
of this game "·as 18-15 for London. 
Facts and Figures On Players 
FRA~K (LECCY) :\IARCHAXD, cen-
tre. height 6.3, age 17. \\'alkerville was 
fortunate to have the best city league 
centre on their team. J le is one of the 
greatest uff ensive for\\'ards \\"alkerville 
has ever had. His scoring avernge was 14 
points per game. .\ side from being a 
great offens ive star he is also a good 
player on defense and an expert hall 
handler. I le \\'as the only unanimous 
:,,election to the . \II-City basketball team. 
BILL :\IEEKE. left for" arcl. height 
6.0. age 17. Played regular f or\\'a rd and 
teamed \\'ith :\larchand and Gilliland to 
form one of the best fo r\\'ard combina-
tions in the city. :\Iceke has a very clan-
BLUE AND WHITE 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL TEAM 
B.\CK RO\\': F. Clarke. J. Cric, J. Do" haniuk. J. \I aun . . \. I nd10\\ ich. R. 11 orri"· 
FROXT RO\\': T. T\.'chko. J. Sago\'ac, 11 r. Forman. C. \ 'crncs . \I. Kozma . 
. \h,-cnt: S. \\·as) ly~hyn. E. Schcpanon,k~. I. \Iain. 
gerous leit hand shot and is al"·ays 
counted on to capture at least half of the 
rebounds off either backboard in a game. 
CLEXX CI LLI LAXD, right f or\\'arcl, 
height 6.0. age 17. Glenn \\'as the third 
member oi \\'alken·ille's off ense ancl 
operated from the pivot most of the time. 
Gilliland was a dangerous shot from the 
corner and could al\\'a\'s he counted 011 
to make a good share ~>f the poinh in a 
game. Cilliland narrowly missed out 011 
the :\11-Cit ,. first team hut landed a sec-
ond team l;i rth "'it h ease. 
LEO POSTO\Tt', rear guard. height 
5.09. age 17. Leo is the youngest a nd 
:,mallest member ui the \\'alken·ille quin-
tet hut if good things come in small 
packages this boy must have got a doubk 
dose. He possesses a very good one-
handed shot and scores more than a guard 
usualh· does. 
J . ..\CK XE\\'HY, left guard. height 5.10. 
age 19. Jack is the mainstay of the \\'alk -
er\'ill e deience and although he doe:-. not 
score man~ points has a crack long shot 
and at tinH·s has flashed form heiitting 
a ion, ard. This is his last vear at senior 
basketball and he a lso just ·missed out in 
making the :\II-City guard hut made the 
positio n o n the second team. 
JUNIOR BASKETBALL 
'l'hi:-. ,·ear's team. coached hv )l r. l.'or-
man. pl~yed good basketball tZ> iinish the 
schedule in fir :-.t place. L.:niortunately. in 
the playofis. the team lost to Kennedy 
\\'ho \\'ent 011 to become \Y.S.S .. \ . Cham-
pions .. \II hut three of thi s year's team 
"·ill he :-.eniors next vear. and so :\Ir. For-
man must build a ll <;ver again . 
( Co11ti11uecl from Pagel' 78) 
ing and co-operation. cleared the "·ay for 
those \\'ho did score . . \ ie\\' of thes<' arc 
lfrg-. S\\ itzer. Jim Reece. Hoh I I ugg-ard. 
:\I 11rray Lynn. and. of course. Ceorg·e 
Sales. \\'ho did such a good joh "hen 
needed to replace \\"ilson . . \ll these boys 
dc-;cr\'e a large amount of credit. 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
12B SENIOR BOYS' INTERFORM BASKETBALL CHAMPS 
BACK RO\\ ': A. Puskas, M. Kozma. ).fr. Bu:r. B. Snnik. E. Tolc\o. 
FRO\'T RO\\': ):. Carlan, L. :Marlo\\'c. 
JUNIOR BOYS' INTERFORM BASKETBALL CHAMPS, lOF 
B.\CK RO\\': D. Ryan, J. Darroch, D. Bro\\'nc. G. Budak. R. Ogg, J. ~[agyar (absent). 
FRO\:T RO\\': I~. Skarbck. G. Puioll. D. Gray. C. ).I cCullough. J. :-.1 ann. Page Eighty-Three 
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BLUE AND WHITE 
)ITKE :KOZ~L\, q1e team's leading 
scorer. was devastating around the other 
team's basket with his one-hand shots. 
\XDY JXCHO\VlCK. the hardest 
\\'Orker on the team. played a good ag-
gressive game at guarcl. 
TOXY TECJ !KO. changed from guard 
to forward in mid-season, helped win 
many a game with hi:-. timely baskets. 
Cl l (;CK \.ER~ES. a "first-former" 
\\'ith two more years of junior left be-
came the most reliable scorer on the 
team .. \ shifty. aggressive player. 
FHED Cl ,ARKE, played a very good 
clefensiYe game and could be relied on to 
hold hi s man well in check. 
ED SCHEPA~O\.SKY, another player 
back next year "·ith the juniors has learn-
ed a lot in his first year. and should do 
wt:11 next Year. 
Johnny bowhaniuk. John Sagovac. Jim 
)Jann. Bob )[orris.Jim (;rie. Stan \\'asy-
))Yslwn. Ian 7\f ain. Ed Skarbcck also 
piaycd this year. 
TRACK 
1,ast spring. at the annual track meet 
held at Kennedv stadium. the track team 
of \\' .C. T. \\'On' enough events to giYe 
\\'alken-ille second place in the final 
standing. \\'ith 96.5 points. and. in pro-
portion to the size of our track team. "e 
did far better than the winning school. 
:\1 XzK. -yaeon b,x 
SENIORS 
Frank ~larchand was high man in the 
senior group. getting first in the 100-
yard dash and the board jump and a sec-
ond in the high jump. Frank was tied 
with a \·ocational student for individual 
champion of the city in his group. \\'right 
Hell \\'as next. with three seconds: in the 
4-+0 yards. the pole-,·ault and the broad 
jump. Boris Sonik placed second in both 
the discus throw and the jaYclin. 
\\.ilf Day took the high jump and .\n<ly 
~I elnik came second in the discus alld 
third in the javelin. 
.\t the \Y.O.S.S.A. meet, Frank ,,on 
the 100- and 220-yard clashes and took a 
~econd in the I ·oad jump. 
INTERMEDIATES 
[n this group. ,,·e ha,·e John Cudclie. 
another hoy who was individual cham-
pion for th·e city. At Kennedy stadium, 
he collected first in the 100- and 220-vard 
dashes, in the hop , step and jump a~d a 
third in the high jump. Xext came Xeil 
~lacPhee, who won the discus and look 
fourth place in the jaYelin thro,,. Cerry 
:'\eely ran second in the 120-yarcl low 
hurdles and )like Daypuk placed third in 
the 100-yard dash. The intermediate re-
lay team. composed of Cucldie, Brown, 
Daypuk and X eely took second place in 
the 880 relay race. 
At London, the intermediates repre-
senting \\'alkerville captured the Inter-
mediate Boys' \V.O.S.S.A. championship. 
Cuddie was again high man, with a first 
in the 100-vanl dash and a third in the 
hop. step a;,d jump. Neil MacPhee also 
" ·on the discus and placed fourth in the 
ja ,·elins. 
JUNIORS AND JUVENILES 
l n the Juniors, J oe Prpich was runner-
up for the city in his division. He cap-
tured two firsts, in the high jump and 
the hop. step and jump. Clark placed 
second in the pole-vault. The relay team 
won second place. 
.\t the \\'.O.S.S.A. meet, Prpich won 
the hop. step and jump and captured sec-
ond place in the high jump. 
The Juveniles, who were not as strong 
as usual this year, captured one third 
place event. R. ~Iacintosh was the man 
who did this. 
The relay team also placed fourth in 
the relav race. Its members were: R. 
11 ate, E: 1Iaclntosh. Cam Anderson, and 
R. SteYenson. The teachers who coached 
the track team were: Mr. Krause. Mr. 
Creen. Mr M. Young and 1Ir. \\'alien. 
J. L. McNAUGHTON TROPHY 
This trophy is presented by the Boys· 
Athletic Society in memory of our late 
principal. It is awarded annually for out-
standing athletic ability. sport~manship 
and co-operation. A smaller trophy is 
given to th<: ,, inner. and his name is 
placed 011 the large trophy. This is the 
third year that it is to be presented. It 
was won la:-.t year b) Frank 1[archand. 
and the year hcforc by 11 urray Binkley. 
Pagl' Ei~hty-Fi,·e 
BLUE AND WHITE 
9G-GRADE 9 BASKETBALL CHAMPS 
BACK RO \\': G. Sasic, G. Rumble, \\". Suhocz. B. Rapinchuk. 
FROXT RO\\': B. Stadnecky, \\". Studak. T. Sikich. G. Robinson. 
HOUSE LEAGUE RUGBY CHAMPS 
BACK RO\\': John Cominsky, Ron Ogg, Charles Lee, \\'alter Ure, Harry Patterson, George 
:.rarr, Bob Brad)'. 
FROXT RO\\': Bill Kapicr, :Murray Lynn, Bill Coulter, :.fr. Hartford, Herman Kuindersma. 
F reel Clarke, Bud Dalrymple. 
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